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SAN JON SENTINEL
VOL.

SAN JON,

3

NEW MEXICO, FRIDAY OCTOBER
LITERARY

i

PROGRAM

MB

HIPPEfJIfJGS IV CITY

It

tomejrow night.:
Everyone try to have the part
assisxed to then as follows:
Vocal Jftaet.....
Jloroer dc Belle Jordan.
Orville Denton.
tkcitaeiAS.
Mundell.
Mervin
A. Jl Hart has rented the Jlecitntioa
Recitation.
Arthur Baxley.
Avler blacksmith shop, and is now
Esther
of
Recitation
Jennings.
kinds
and
all
ready jo do any
Lester.
Marvel
Sqat
newnd repair work,
JenoiogS.
U T. White was in town yester Ctchatictt.... ..Fvelyn
Campbell
!dtatioa........Lee
day haveing his hack repaired.
.Mrs. Alley.
Rradiag
Mju Paul Joaes and wife of
'
Logan spent Tuesday night at 'the Dialogue.
'
home ot J. T. White.
Recitations
Roy Penifold.
Ben Wricht was in town today
Clovie Haworth.
Recitation
after a new cart be bad ordernd.
. las. Atkins.
Song
....
Debate..,..,
Write to C C. Chapman at
Windmills
for prices
PLEANOt HAPPENINGS
and Hardware in general.
Several were present at the ser
J. D. King, of Aniston, boarded
the 'train' here this morning for vicer at 'Pteaoo church, Saturday
night, Sundav and Sunday night.
the cotton fields of Texas.
Services were conducted by the
Joe Keys met with a Very sev- - Territorial evangelist and Rev.
ere accident while cutting maize McNeil.
', ;
with a sled cutter, Monday morn
Mr Nance of Prairie View took
ing, while in the act of getting off dinner at' Mr. Sumeral's after
the sled with a bundte in "his arms
church Sunday. morning, and also
the team steped up the knife strik- he informs us
that he eat watering him just above the ankle cut- melon at Miss Hall's in the after-nopting off all the arteries.
." .
Dr. Elder and Noble, dressed
afterMri. Ltsg spent-Fridathe wound Monday and bad him
'
moved to the Tucumcari Hospital. noon with Mrs. McCasland and
bad a very nlas visit.
Marvin Whitton has been shockCarrie LafX and her cousin,
ing feed for Owen and Home this Emit Shelnutt, made a short but
week.
sweet trip to Grady, Friday afternoon andn their return1 stopped
Mr. J. G. Ellis and Marvin
at Mrs. Qholsoo's and bad a
Whitton made a trip Jo Tucom short villi with Annebell till the
can Sunday night with-thdisplay
postman Arrived.
from here for Colorado Springs.
Miss Edna Vanderpool has reJ. p. Furgeson and Dudley turned to Bakeri Okla., untill the
Anderson were trading here today first ol the year whn she will return for. ft. long stay.
Julius and Berry Lang are bus
ilv engaged with beir feed crop,
but they fear the frost baa gotten
ahead of them on the sorghum
as they intend to have
At the Democratic primary last business
some made into molasses.
Saturday there were sixty-twMr. Monkers .visited his place
votes cast for the following officers
We hope, they
Clerk; Paterson 4, Campbell t, last Saturday.
Stubbins 3, Finegan x, Smyre 3, will soon decide to return home
for a while.
Mundell 48,
Mc
Everyone invited to attend ; the
8
Treasurer; Alpine o, Payton
third
Sunday singing at the Plea
Sherwood a, Pearson 5a, .
no scboolhouse next Sunday, the
Assesor; Hall xa, Briscoe 30,
"
15th of October.
Whitmore x8, ,
"Little Girl"
Sherifi; Ward 49, Duggins
Crockett a,
TIPTON NOTES.
Superintend't;
Buffum 33, Loftis 5, Randal 5,
White 18, Garret o. Williams 8f
Guy Stemple and, Henry Moore
are now at Rjaswell after fruit.
Commissioner; Rector 14,
xx, Dodson 35, Hodges.. vj$
Miss Anue Chewing, . of Tarriff,
Francis xa, Walther 7, Frost xoy W.Va. and Mrs. Bootbe of Tu
Collins 6, Coiner so, Scott, 5y cumcari were visiting at the home
of them sister, Mrs. Ira Stemple,
Senator, Aldredge 3 Alien
Cramer
tOi
Representative;
1 few days last week.
House-6
Welch aa, Campbell 4a,
The campaign is now over and
Judge; Winter 36, Waller x&V we will get a rest for a while.
Cutlip 6,
Grandma (Stemple was on the
Surveyor; Traylor a;, Smith 33, sick list for a few
days.
Chairman; Saxon 19, Hopkins 39
C. M. Hutchinson is cutting
Campbell 4i feed for R. M. Taylor.
Committeeman;
Hall 4, Atkins as,
R. A. Grimes is home again
As a result of Saturdays primary with a
sprained wrist from, cutthe folloing are probaly nominated
ting feed.
the official count will be made
Sunday school every Sunday.
Saturday.
Every body come.
Clerk J. D. Finegan
Treasurer L. G. Pearson
The International Dry Farming
Assessoi I. J. Briscoe
Congress will be held October 16
Sheriff J. F. Ward
to ao at Colorado Springs, Colo,
Snperintendent-- J. C. Williams This Congress has done much to
Commissioners W. B. Rector advance the general knowledge of
Fred Wslther T. C. Collins
The premium list
Senator C. H.. Alldredge
for this congress has just been reRepresentatives J. L. House.. ceived by this office and is to large
J. W. Camdbeil
to print. We have posted it here
Judge J., D. Cutlip
nd invite everyone to come and,
' SurveyorrTOjtviUeSjpith..
Cram

.........

G. H. Branham spent Saturday
C. F. Mardcn mad a business
night with C. W. Alsdorf on his
trip to Tucumcari Tuesday.
farm north of town,
Editor V. R. Haynes and wife
of the Bard city 'New were 8an
J. T. White and family visited
J on visitors Sunday.
at the C. L. Owen home Sunday.
H. B. Home and family visited
Out drayman, Pnas. Young, has
bis parents at Bard City Sunday. been busy all week unloading coal
Mrs. J. W. Dodgion who has for the merchants.
been visiting relatives in Com
Duck shooting and cutting feed
manche, Okla., for the pas&two has
got moss of the f arsaers buisy.
weeks, returned nonjei Moffday
The- Pleasant
Valley School
Her mother who is 8i yearsr old
started last Monday, whb sixteen
', '.
accompanied her.
pupils-apJim Atkins as Teacher.
Have youvisited our nefrstpre,
Pigs fop sate. Inquire at th!s
make it your headquarteis While
'
.
office.-in Tucumcari c. c. Chaptnatf'
'
and family
H. Branham made final, G; lb VanDyke
Dr.
here
Monday,-opassed 'through
proof on his place Monday before their wav to
Winnsboro, Tews,
Heduecoke at Emlee. He )gjd
will work dur
Mr.
where
VanDyke
Messrs Ellis and Robison fcr
winter.
ing the
witnesses.
J. H. Alley and E. Gi Wilmoth
Mr. J. W. Holbrook of satem,
were
seeing, the sights at. the
Mo., came out Tuesday morning
' '
','
from Tucumcari to spend a tew brakes Sunday.
davs with his old friend, S. A.
Chapmans hardware store
Coiner.
He sell every
headquarters.
youi
line. See
hardware
the
in
Paul Jones, the editor of the thing
and
stock
aminition.
his
jof guns
Logan Leader and republican
of
Quay
nominee for representee
Trickey left here
office
this
TucumVari
at
caller
where he
a
was
ior
Tuesday
county
attetidV
will
the conference. ?, He
Tuesday.
'
will not return untiit Monday.
mile
half
one
farm
A x6o acre
The new books have been orfrom town, good two room housi
and
dered for the singing class here.
inf. land with living water,
Thev
meet every Sunday afternoon
terms,
on
acre
easy
only $10.00 per
at
Co.
3. p.. in. Everybody invited to
See the Valley Land
attend.
t
.
Mrs. McDniel and sister. Miss
t.
Mrs.
well
Wanted
matured
of.
with
visited
50tons
Ollie Summer
Will t pay. l.1a.50
headed
White Tuesday.
r
. 'v.
ton',
per
Miss OUie Summers of Manipim,
Z.TOMc Daniel.
Oklahoma, who has been visiting
McDan-ie- l,
This office i in receipt of a
here with her sister, Mrs.
WedAnnual
tirket to th Thirty-fi- rt
returned to her home
Territorial
and
Fair
Exposition
nesday.
nt Albuquerque which is in session
Rev. J. P. Masterson will
morn this week.
preach at San Jon Sunday
We take chicken, butter or
tag at eleven oclock.
Don't
etres on subscriptions
Sam BeH was a business visitor let your finances keep you from
of San Jon Tuesday.
getting the Sentinel.
his
moved
has
M. K. Whitton
Mrs. F. T. White, Mr.. J. H.
stand
Barber Shop, back in the old
Alley and Miss Jeva Fry left here
and is now ready for business
this mornine for Tucumcari where
'
comin
they will attend the yearlv Dis
Mr. Hooper and family
came rc 01s trict Conference of the Methodist
pany with a son who
Church which is now in session
from Clovis, left here Tuesday by
there.
waon for Kansas. Mr. Hooper
has been Jengaged in the barber
Mr. VV. C. Barrett of Quenerao,
business here for several months. Kansas, woo has been visiting
feed here for the past two weeks with
Yesterday, while cutting
bis son, Lytle Barrett, and daughwith a sled Mr. Griffith's horse
ran ter, Mrs. Harvey Townsend, left
ran awap with the sled. He
Mr.
him- for bU home last Saturday.
ioto a barbwire fence cutting
has
Barrett
made
several
trips to
Dr. Hall
self on the shoulner.
Mexico
of
New
this
and 00
part
was called and dressed the wound
this tiip be speaks very highly of
which required eight stitches.
He attended
the showing made.
The registration books are now both the
Jon and the Quay
store.
open at Z. T. McDaniel's
county fairs. Having been a sue
the
general
at
vote
wish
to
If you
cessful Kansas farmer for years
The
election you must register.
we beleive his judgement to be
books will close on the evening of the best and therefore appre
of October 28.
ciate his comment all the more.
Dr. G. H. Branham left here
The New Mexico Annual ConTuesday for Colorado Springs
ference of thM. E. Church south
where he will have charge of the
met last Wednesday at Tucumcari
Bis- Quay county exhibit at the
and will hold over Sunday.
Congress, this exhipit
hop James Atkina of Wayneiville will undoubtedly be one of the
.N. C. is presiding. There are best on
display. There was great
several prominent men in church
care taken in the selection of this
fiotn the east also attending. The
three exhibit by some of the best judges
presiding elder for the the
of farm products in the country.
districts covering the conference
This display has peen assigned
we, Rev. J. LH. Messer of
forty-fiv- e
feet of floor space in the
Rev, J. R. Goodloe of
mammoth .agricultural hall where
Portales and Rev. John B. Cocb- there will be displays from every
an. of F.lPaso, Tex.
(try farm region of the worlqV
--

-

'

d

n

.

foe

Rev.A.

,

'nwi.i

;

S-i-

Dry-farmi-

Albu-querqu- e,

X:
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....... .....

Tu-tumca- ri,

t

THE

literary pro

Belwe-glvetb- e

VflLEY:

NUMBER 15

ijta, I9H

Townsite CompaDy
A SPLENDID OPPORTUNITY

......

"

1M

IOR INVEST

:

:

:

;

:

SAN ION, the Most Beautifully Located Town, and in the

Finest Valley in Eastern Quay County, New Mexico, is Located About the Center of the Valley, and is the principal
trading point of the valley.
Write for prices,.. terms-andescriptive literature to

:.

'

HERMAN GRH ARDT, mjrr., Tucumcari,
-O-

I

.N. M.

R-

C. C. REED,- Local ;Agt., San Jon, N. M.
-

n.

;

'

y

,

.
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The Elk Drug Stobe,
Tucumcari, K.M
Complete line of DrugsSunaries
Mailorders and Prescriptions Given Special Attention.

PRIMARY

ELECTION.

.

o

ft

INTERNATIONAL

I IBank Op Commerce,
Or TUCUMCARI,. NEW MEXICO.
We

solicit Your Business.

Capital

$50,000.

L. W. MORRIS, Vice Pres.
W. F. BUCHANAN," Pres.
.
1. n. oficHuaa., v.asnier.

i

k

777

h,

cm. harden
Dkalxr In

General Merchandise

.

a,

""AND- -

O DRUGS O

x

dry-farmin-

g.

Call and see us.

5

Satisfaction guaranteed.

Staple and Fancy Groceries.

7

m

11

I
t
1
-

San Jon Hotel
Newly furnished and open for

the trade.
"A

WHEN YOU WANT TO SLEEP OR
EAT OR REST AWHILE
CALL A THE S AH JOS HOTEL

SAN JON.

.

4

rit

NEW WEXICO".
A. TRICKED Prop, .

w

--

4
1

a.

i

VALUE

T
Way f M FK.
little Bessie (much Interested In
eplrltsal matters? Mamma, how'll I
I'm naught?
tMt
Mother Your coiixt'lmre will t'll
ou, dear.
Utile Bessie I don't rare so much
about Its telling me, mamma; will It
An Expert.
"John, whatever induced you to bur HAKDY
DEVICE
G
a house In this tomaknn region?"
"One of the bent real estate men In
Cow's Legs Strapped to Strong Stick
the business."
Will Keep Animal Quiet While
Modern Customs.
sing Milked.
Ommercy We ran't afford to give
a dinner in the house. Beside, we
By the use of the device shown in
the cut we succeeded in breaking one
haven't the things.
Mrs. Gramercy
Pshaw! We can of our cows of the habit of kicking
borrow the silver.
while being milked, says a writer in
Gramercy Yes, and have the guests
carry moat of It away as souvenirs.
ANTI-KICKIN-

0

Then She Did the Shopping.
"My dear," said Mrs. Jones to her
considerably lesser half, "I want you
to do a little shopping for me this aft

""nil

Jones blinked pathetically. He
had arranged to spend a quiet after
noon at the cricket match.
"I I was thinking of going to the
Mr.

he began, feebly.

Indeed!" observed his wife, stonily.

"Well, I've got a better match for you
than that- - I want yon to match this
piece of material at Mason's"

smile, EH 7

"Perhaps, after all," retorted Mrs,
Jones, with a below sera glare, "I'd
better do my own shopping."

Antl-Klekln-

g

Device.

the Homestead. We put a strap
through each end of a strong stick and
buckled this around the cow's leg Just
before milking.

"Doesn't this weather suit you?"
"No; I never liked summer, except
in winter.

M.

pure-bre-

RECORDS ARE

UFULl

They Serve as Tab on Milkers and
Make Excellent Barometer of
Cow's Condition.

money-maker-

one-hal- f

s.

economy.
ING 1911.
They Induce better business In the
On the first and third Tuesdays of
each month during the entire year management of the business. A place
Pedro's Estella.
The Colorado and Southern Rail- where business methods have been too
12 months as a
way will sell round trip homeseekers' long ignored.
d
Is as fol
excursion tickets to a great many
They serve as an excellent guide in lows: Milk, 11,068 pounds; fat in milk,
points In New Mexico and Texas at selecting heifers that are to be raised 605 pounds.
greatly reduced rates. Final limit to replace the cows we annually dis
Tbe average per cent, of fat for' the
25 days allowing
liberal stop-ovcard from the herd.
entire year was 6.476 pounds. Comprivileges. For detailed information,
puting the yield of butter on basis of
rates, etc., call on your nearest Colorado and Southern agent or address T. CONVENIENT TRUCK IN BARN 85 per cent, according to the rule of
B. Fisher, General Passenger
the Jersey Cattle club, this cow proAgent
Denver, Colo.
712-1duced
pounds of butter in the
Easy of Construction and Will Lessen 12
months,
Consida
to
Labors
Dairyman's
tier weight was 880 pounds at tbe
erable Extent.
DENVER DIRECTORY
beginning of the test and increased to
No dairyman fan afford to ignore 960 pounds at the end of the year.
In
kinds of ME
I I rtftlf
that which will lighten his labor in Tbe best previous autbentlcal year's
mwm II LVUn I'tlANIHNB, Mammoth entn.
lot milled
Cor. lsth
Rlake. Denver.
any way whatever. Be his stable ever record for an animal of this age is
ao conveniently constructed, he baa 518 pounds fat, which is exceeded 87.8
COLORADO KTHOOI, LANDS AT
pounds by tbe record of Pedro's Es
PI BMC AKTIO.K.
Colorado's State Land Board will dell
tella.
1.000 acrea of excellent
irrigated fruit
The average amount of grain fed
and farm lands In Montezuma
Valley,
October 6th-mat Cortes, Colo1U
day was about fourteen pounds, or
per
rado. Payments will be distributed
a
of 5,110 pounds during the year,
total
over fourteen years.
'" A F4e of one fare for the round trip
which consisted mostly of corn, oats,
will be iff effect from all stations in
bran and oil meal.
Colorado, via
The ptava dl ItU ftraade Railroad
Tickets on sale September 30th. OcGreen Pood for Cows.
tober 1st, 2d and Sd from all main line
points Denver to Grand Junction, inc.
As
in
the case of cows, swine also
From all other points October 1st
A Convenient Barn Truck.
2nd. 3d fcJl'l 4th, Final return limit
should be fed plenty of green food in
Oetobff 80th.
their digestive tracts In
Tor full particulars, apply to NEAR-TC8- T enough to do. Hence the importance order to keep
the best condition. They should be
RIO RANDE AGKNT or
car
or
of
his
tbe
truck
considering
Kraak A. Walelh, General Passenger
with plenty of pure, cold v. a
presented In the cut, for which we are supplied
Agent, Denver, Colo.
an
and
abundance of shade and
ter
indebted to an exchange. Made of good
wallowing
place.
sanitary
lumber, the only Iron about it is the
handle at each end by which to draw
or push It, and the straps which are
screwed against the ends, engage the
for tbe best Trademark
ends of the axle outside the wheels
for the lest Motto
and are screwed flat agalnsth tbe bottom of the truck.
We want these to help impreM on the public
tbe strength and rlsor of this WK8TKKN
three-year-ol-

er

fl"

h,

lensu Fon ideas!
$50
$25

and its unusually liberal policy
contracts. Context, which is open to everybody, clones September 30,
For particulars address
C M. lakh, Geacrsl Afsat, BeeleW, CaU.
company,

-- or-

Continentsl Life Insurance A In- W. H. Cstst.- -,
vestment Cocpanv
General sUsst
McCerska CWs. SsM Lake Cltr

LOW COI.OMST

ItATKS

via
RIO GRANDE
THE DRIVER
RAILROAD
"The foenlc IJne of the World."
to October 13th. 1911.
September lIMh
I Bel nil ve e&'.OW
,
From Ttenvr-r- Colorado Springs, Pueblo, Carton City. Leartvllle, Glenwood
Springs. Delta. Grand Junction.
son. Montrose and all Intermediate
Kediired rates are also authorpoint.
ized from other points In Colorado and
New .Mexico to Han Francisco, Los An
Hacramento, San Diego, Bakers-fielFresno, San Jose, Santa I'arbara,
Redding. MuryHVllle and all points on
main line of Western Pacific, Southern
Pacific and San Pedro Rys.. and to
tv huh.,
roruanu, ure., lanuma,II. prmiir,
Vancouver. Victoria,
C, and other
points in same territory.
Stopovers of five days will be allowed on the D. A R. O. R. R. at and
Reno,
west of CaAon City and at Klko,Wlnne-muccLovelock, Shafter,
Ls Vegus,
Nev
and all points In California, at all points on the Great
Northern and Northern Pacific at and
west of Billing's, at all points on the
O. a U and O. W. R. & N., Pocatello
and west, and at all points on Southern Pacific between Portland, Ore., and
WS!ui
lines 'of Pullman Tourist
via
Heaping Cars will leave Denver
TJanYer A Rio Grande, running- through
t Baa rrairtlaco and Loe Angeles with-echavge.. ilarhted Tourist
Sleeping
iatri
via Bait Lake
t BH Francisco
Ore an
Pacific
Western
Railway.
City
Observation Cars through
Open-te- e
the canons; seats free.
a.
train
Per Information regarding
reservations, etc, . call on local
A.
Agent er address Frank
Pie Grande .ueaera
Paasengar Agent,
d,

a,

ser-vta-

leaver.

Osle

.im

d

JERSEY COW'S GOOD RECORD
The 8ummtr Parting.
BAILET
J.
BRUCE.)
(By
The Wife O, Jim! What shall we
Accurate records of eacn cow's milk Pedro's Estella, Bred by Missouri Ag
do with the cat?
The Husband Leave her here. I yield enables us to weed out the herd
rlcultural College, Produces
wouldt take a cat I thought anything and retain only the
Much Butter.
of to the place where we're going to
They serve as a tab on the milkers.
board!
If the cows are not milked clean the
(By C. H. ECKLE8.)
fact is discovered. Poor milking by
This Jersey cow. Pedro's Estella
Different
hired help is discouraged and the dry 197245, as bred by the Missouri
David Belasco was condemning two
off from imperfect milking re Agricultural college.
Her record for
ing
melodramas that had an unmerited
duced to a minimum.
success among the less cultivated porThe cow's dally record is an excel
tion of the public.
barometer of her physical condi
lent
"The first" Mr. Belasco said in his
epigrammatic way, "was all blood and tion. Derangements are more quickly
thunder, and the other was all thud discovered and checked and better
methods of feeding are encouraged.
and blunder."
Both owners and help are stimu
HOME3EEKERS
EXCURSION lated to increase the product and it
RATES TO TEXAS AND NEW
educates them In the matter of dairy
MEXICO POINTS DUR-

fl--

YOUR

Olary ef a

fly-KUIa-

tailed
attention
last nlghl In a stalemenl that house
and should
flies are rearers of dines
Monday--

11

My

'r

-

JL-

-

.

The 8ilo for Dairymen.
This is the time ot year wben the
dairyman or dairy farmer who owns a
silo likes to talk about silage. Good
silage comes as' near being June pas
ture in January as any feed with
which the dairyman Is familiar. Its
succulent or juicy nature especially
fits It for stimulating the milk flow
and keeping the cow lu vigorous
health. Probably the most important
rule In the profitable dairy is to keep
the cow's milk flowing as freely as pos
sible after the flow has once been
To
started by parturition or
do this demands right feeding and
good care. Silage is also necessary to
right feeding. Silage is a cheap feed
to cut up and valuable to use. It is
grown on the farm. This fact is of
Importance In this day of
mill feeds.
calf-birt-

high-price-

d

Clean Milk.
A maker of certified milk, and head
of a company which owns 800 cows.

kept for this purpose at a sanitary
milk producing plant, asserts that
every dairyman can get clean milk in
any barn If he takes proper care: This
statement should prove interesting to
those who lay so much stress on
changes In the barn equipment, rather
than upon the one all important Item
of eare.
A Valuable Cow.
At the cattle sale or H. W. Woods

of Easterville, la., a black Galloway
cow railed Gentle Annie brought

Gayboze When my wife saw the
condition I was in when I got home
from the club last night It Just stag
gered her!
You
Martini Fm not aurpriaed.
know you drank enough for two, old
man!
HYSICIAN

e-vs-iW

mrrrr

nil

He Knew Jim.
Jim had made an unsuccessful attempt to conquer, the world and came
back to the Tennessee town dirty,
worn out and hungry.
"Uncle John," he said melodramatically, "I came home to die."
"No, dod gast you," said unsympathetic Uncle John, "you came home to
eat" Success Magazine.
,

W.

If Tour dealer does not keep the kind you
srad di his address and the price la stamps for
a full sum ipsckaes.

WHITTEMORK BROS. e OO,
ia tkt

Sko4 PolUket

CAREY ACT
aaaaal Installments.
IUA11U

W. N. U

World.

land aad atsrrljrass.Osm
entry oa bis woes
itasca
iTtr rioMci ia
Mean i ilali
ur tiipplr aa- -

menu, mil,

taaiua i iun w.,

DENVER, NO.

38-19- 11.

CAME FROM TEETHING

little

watery-lik- e

FOR OVER 30 YEARS

The wwkmaruhip which baa madeW.L
Douglas shoes famous the world over ii
maintained in every pair.
If 1 could take you into
my large mdotiea
at Brockton, Mast and show you how
carefully W.LDougla shoes are made, you
would then understand why they are war
ranted to hold their shape, fit better and
wear longer than any other make for the price
CAUTION Th tannine hmw W. L. DAng-laname and price
XHi
oa bottom
u ton cannot obtain W stamped
L. Dnn.lu )
i.
r town, write for catalog ftboes ssnt direct
ON It PAIR of m nnvs' a a mi..
from
P"Pld-J-l-MOO SHOES will positively outwear
'fjSt-I'.tlSSV
DOUGLAS
1
strocktoa. Mass, TWO PAlBgef ordloaa
bovs'saS

festers under her

e

Left Him Far Behind.
Childish standards of greatness are
interesting perhaps because they are
at once so like yet so unlike the
standards of grown folk. Many an
adult, for Instance, has been proud
with no more reasonable basis than
that which little Johnnie displayed In
attempting to "top" the boasting of a
juvenile comrade.
"I've got a real railroad train, with
an engine that goes, an' a real, live
"
pony, an' a really, truly gun, an'
"That's nothing!" Interrupted the
lad's disgusted listener. "Once I knew
a boy that sat up until 11 o'clock
twice in one week!"

Important to Mothera

Kxamine carefully every bottle of
CASTORIA, a safe and sure remedy for
Infants and children, and see that It

DOUGLAS

THE STANDARD OF QUALITY

"When my little girl waa about eight
months old, she was taken with a very
irritating breaking out, which came on
her face, neck and back. When ahe
first came down with .it, it came In
eyes, and on her chin, then after a few
daya it would dry down In scaly, white
acabs. In the daytime she waa Quite
worrysome and would dig and scratch
her face nearly all the time.
I consulted our physician and
found she was suffering from eczema,
which he said came from her teething.
used the ointment he gave me and
without any relief at all. Then I
wrote for a book on Cuticura, and pur
chased some Cuticura Soap and Oint
ment at the drug store. I did as I
found directions In the Cuticura Book
let, and when she was one year old,
ahe was entirely cured. Now she is
three yeara and four months, and she
has never been troubled with eczema
since ahe was cured by the Cuticura Soap and Cuticura Ointment.
(Signed) Mrs. Freeman Craver, 311
Lewis St., Syracuse. N. T., May 6,
1911.
Although Cuticura Soap and
Ointment are sold everywhere, a sample of each, with
book, will
be mailed free on application to "Cuticura," Dept. 2 K, Boston.
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2.50, 3.00, 3.50 & M.00 SHOES
WOMEN wear WXXJouglas styUsk, perfect
nning, aasy wauaag Boots, macawse taeygive
lee wear, same as W.L.Dooglas Men's shoo.

SAID ECZEMA
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You Can Depend on

Defiance

The best cold water starch ever
made. Requires no cooking and
produces a gloss and finish
by any other.
un-equa- led

Makes Shirts, Collars and

Cuffs Look Like New.
Big
for 10 cents.
16-oun- ce

package
Ask for
"Defiance Starch" next
time and take no

oLm

Manufactxrrtd by

Defiance Starch Co.
OMAHA, NEBRASKA

rS

CL(rMlju

Milk clean, but do not "tug" to Signature of
keep up the milk flow.
In Use For Over 30 Years.
Never forget the Importance of cool Children Cry for Fletcher's Castoria
ing milk in a clean place.
Dairying is one of the profitable
Proper Treatment.
lines in which a farmer can engage.
"1 have a terrible cold," he comof
out
soon
the
way
Churning is
plained. "My head feels all stopped
when the cream Is in proper
up."
"Have you tried a vacuum clean
Notice the cream once or twice the er?" she
queried sweetly. Judge.
first ten minutes after starting the
churn.
Too many officeholders who
To do good work the cream separa
on
a good solid are to be working for their country
tor must be level and
merely working it.
foundation.
soon
as
as
the butter
Stop the churn
Do you ever have Headache, Toothache,
granulates if you want to work out or Karache: Most people do. llamlins
Wir-arOil in the nest household remedy
buttermilk.
all the
in hot weather will and liniment for these everyday troubles.
Veal
grow better if kept during the day in
is almost as
Being a
a dark, cool stable.
Some dairymen make It a practice unimportant as being tbe bridegroom
to give some mild purgative to cows at a church wedding.
at the time of parturition.
Red Cross Baa Blue will wash double as
A bull tied in the stall will get lazy
many clothes as any other blue. Don't put
and useless, besides making extra your money into any other.
work in his care and feed.
If you have not a good cellar, nor
There Is always a big place wait
Ice, nor cold water, making good but- ing for the man who Is faithful In a
ter In hot weather is out of tbe
little one.

The cream separator, the silo and
the manure spreader snouid nnd s
place In the equipment of every dairy
farm.

0

I
be destroyed as soon as possible
Ihls
them
crusade
against
my
hegsn
Lt esreat In Vsieiaw.
Quality.
morning. It was a IIMle discouraging
requirement ror i isti i
j aM
aas toiorti
of
tisds
all
sbiNS
a only one fly ptlltalns
Ing, because there
In the house and It was quite ax He.
It escaped itie. I broke (wo vases and
a photograph frame.
three
killed
nearly
Tuesday- -I
flies this afternoon, but the lamp got
in the way. It waa a $7 lamp.
Wednesday I saw a fly on the outside of the fly screen and raised the
screen so I could hit it. Seventeen
flies flew In. I missed it.
Thursday There was a sluggish
looking fly on the window with closed
wings. I stole toward it cautiously,
ladlas shoe drsiilsy
GILT IDGI tbs only
but It flew up just as I let the blow
postUTsly contains OI L Blacks aaa FoUassS
fall. Then I knew It wasn't a fly. It that
and shoes, estate
boots
ladles' aad children's
ftTrench Oloss," loe.
rahblas,
was a wasp. My nose began to swell wltheat
an pollshjaf
cleaain
for
combination
DANDY
all kinds of russsl or taa shoes, lee. "Star'slae. Ms.
at once.
for
combination
KLITB
(entlcBjea who take
Friday My nose Is a sight. Drat prtdc In bsTlns their shoes loukal. Bestoms color
Polish with a brisk
all
shoe.
to
bitch
Instre
and
the flies. Cleveland Plain Dealer.
or cloth, M emu. "Baby Elite" site 10 ceifs.
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Hot
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pure-bre- d

DAIRY
Too

VOU

Foater-Mllbur- n

ernoon."

"At the counter where that little
blond girl serves?" Interrupted Mr.
Jones, suddenly. "That nice little
thing, yon know, with the frlszy curls
and bright eyes and a Jolly, rougish

HAVE

a

C

love"

SITI3

FU'S-EPE- D

KIDNIVir
Fraser ef Illinois IspeH-men- t
Station liplalns This
Thousands suffer from backache,
Fsature ef Dairying.
besdarht, dlrslness and weariness
without suspecting their kidneys.
Tbe value of a good null In the
Mrs. Joseph Gross,
dairy herd la something that dairy
Church St., Morrlllton,
MMf
r3
farmers are now giving more Attention
Ark., says: "For weeks
to. Prof. E. II. Fraser of the Illinois
I waa all doubled over
experiment station has made tbla feawith pain. 1 became ao
ture of farm dairying a study, and ex
dlssy I had to graap
plains its benefits In this way: "If, for
aomethlng to keep from
sirs Iru
example, tbe good
falling and my ankles
proves the milking capacity of his
were swollen to nearly
daughter by only one and
twice their natural alse.
pounds of milk at a milking, above tbe
None of the doctors unproduction of their dams, this would
derstood my esse and I
mean an Increase of 900 pounds of
felt myself sinking lower
mlik for the ten months or 300 daya
day by day. I improved
during which the ordinary cows should rapidly through the uae of Doan'a Kidgive milk; they would also be much ney Pllla and at laat waa entirely
more persistent milkers; that Is, would
cured."
give milk for a longer time in the year,
"When Tour Back ia Lame, Rememand would regain their flow of milk ber the Name DOAN'S."
better after an unavoidable shortage
For aale by druggists and general
of feed as in a summer drought. Such
Price 50c.
everywhere.
storekeepers
daughters may certainly be credited
Co.. Buffalo, N. T.
on the average with 1,000 pounds more
milk per year than their dama pro
CONTAQIOUO.
duced. At the low estimate of one dol
lar per 100 pounds this extra amount
of milk would be worth 110 per year,
The average cow Is a good producer
for at leaat alx years, or until she gets
eight years old. Each daughter having
a
sire will, therefore, earn
$60. more money in her lifetime be
cause of the good qualities of her sire.
It will on the average be four years
after purchasing the sire before his
first daughters will have finished their
first lactation period and brought in
the first extra 1 10. Eight dollars and
twenty-threcenta kept at compound
Interest for these four years at five
per cent, will equal $10, so a daugh
ter's improvement or Increase of in'
come the first year Is worth $8.23 at
the time her sire Is purchased."
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COLTwr DISTEMPER
Ou be handled
esrltr. The slekMmnui
unetmbie, no nutter ho "einoHd." I.m tnA h.wTtkTSZ
ny uin- snuiN's Llaulu IlsTI?4isarWanr"o7i
oi
.tou. acw on ina DKloa Ann Mn
jmi.
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lDotufSBnuMdtoe"raoneoM.
tp
hunts

T12' drogsi.
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fOHsl MgPMAlCO..CmUBMi.Hiiiiaa. Qoahaft, In

PUTNAM FADELESS DYES
DtGM

Color more foods brighter and fsster colois than any other dye. One Me package colors all fibers.
Theydyc in cold water betteriken
to Bye. Bleach
dya any ferment without ripping apart. Write tor free booklet-H- ow
Mix Colors. MO NBC
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DO NOT LET ANY DEALER
f

DECEIVE YOU.,
mur of

figs and euxm op soma has ervm
UeWSALUTISr ACTION TOR MOM THAN THOTY YEARS

CtNT. Or ALCOHOL!

SUCCESS HAS LED UNPAST, AND ITS WONDZRFUL
SCRUPULOUS MAieUPACnnOOtSOPBSTTATIOtBTOOPPER
VERKK PREPARATIONS UNDER SUOLAR HAKES AMD

as

C0STMTMDSAUUs4THntTOSwm

XT

0NG familiarity
induces
the average farmer to be- tow
nary a second
thought upon many a fae- tor in farm life that he
would discover, when he
waa suddenly deprived of
it, playa a moat Important
part In the routine of
rural existence. Among
these things animate and
inanimate of whose Influ- ence we are to dimly
ooaacioua a prominent place should
be accorded to "the farm dog," or
probably It would be better to say the
farm dogs, for It is rather unusual for
a farmer to have only one canine
helper and he may possess half a
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thought to the subject than the aver- age city man would have to bestow
d
upon one small
servitor.
For all that the busy and preoccu- pied fanner accepts the preaenceof
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STOMACH
TROUBLES,
DUE TO COfOTaMTMNi AND TO GET II
AND BRJOUSNESS
0IBCTS IT BJ NECESSARY TO BUY THE ORKSXAL AND 0
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MANUTACTURED
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SUNTED STRAICHT ACRO09.NEAR THE ROTTOfel, AND M
THE CIRCLE. NEAR THE TOP Of EVERT PACXACRVOPTHC
PER BOTTLE ONE
C3NU0C REGULAR PRICE
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Too Little Ton.
down the
Smiley That Iceman
street will have to change his nam If
he " thes to do any business.
Wiley Why? What's his name?
Some people
Smiley Littleton.
might not notice It, but I am afraid
most folks would shy at a name like
that on an ice dealer's sign.

I

A Matter of Creed.
"Two men were disputing over

their

respective churches," says the Slater
Newa in reviving an old story which
is still good. "One was a Baptist and
the other a Presbyterian. Finally
one of them called a neighbor who
a dog on the farm has a bearing on
was passing and asked his opinion as
Indeed
or
a
the case. Aa
sheep dog
to which was the better church hi
with
for any duty In connection
which to be saved. 'Well, neighbor.'
no
Is
stock"
there
dog
"minding the
A Trifle Withered.
he said, 'son and I hare been haullnf
to compare with the faithful collie.
In his native tongue no one could wheat for nearly forty years. There
And the collie Is a mighty fine
made more graceful speeches are two roads that lead to the mOL
have
dog. too. Proverbially
he One Is the valley road "and the other
and gentle and possessing than Monsieur Blane, but when
he
in
leads over the hill, and never yet hits
compliments
English
essayed
he
the highest order of Intelligence,
was not qnlte so successful
the miller asked me which road I
Justifies by the possession of good
"Have I changed in tbe five years came, but he always asks, la too
qualities hla handsome appearance
we met In Paris V asked the wheat goodf "Kansas City Tunes.
since
And finally, be it said In his favor
woman who desired above 11
elderly
establish
to
desires
that If a farmer
be thought younger, much
to
In Cold Storage.
things
a canine colony for profit there Is no
than she was.
am
"I
younger
afraid,
your honor, this prismore
will
sell
that
of
class
dogs
"Madame," said the courtier, his oner Is a bad egg."
readily or bring better prices than hand on bis heart, "you look like
"H'm ! Then we'd better put him im
the collies.
20 years!" Youth's
rose
of
a
cooler."
the
Newfoundland
The
favorite
once
were
the
dogs that
BEAUTIFUL POST CARDS PIESplayfellows of the tots on the farms
Brad Is itunp for flr MmplM of mj varr shotADDED 'EM UP.
seems to have disappeared tor the
Gold
hoixl BlrUomj, Flower an MM
now
we
Pom
In
tfcrdi; bMutlfnl 00 Vara and IovoUmI lulpi.
their place
most part.
AM rati Cud Crab, Til Jacuor St. Itopon, I
have the Great Danes and the rough
The
Bernards.
smooth-coateSt
and
True Philosophy.
latter, slow and ponderous In moveTo have what we want Is riches,
amount
with
any
will
put up
ment,
but to be able to do without is power.
child-

R"

"2

I

all-arou-

good-tempere-

d

d

his favorite dog so much as a matter
of course it is noticeable that the
favored animal seems to have some
mission as "man's best friend" that
requires his presence on all occasions
Certainly a trip to town would be incomplete without' Rover romping
along, barking teasingly and snapping
playfully at the patient Dobbin or
leaning out of the tonneau to bay at
passing vehicles if bis master has arrived at the
luxury or an automobile., And in nine cases out
of ten the farmer and his family could not drop
contentedly off to slumber at night without the
assurance that one or more dogs are on watch to
give quick warning of anything out of the or-

of pulling and pummellng by
ish hands and they are usually a very
Hounda
saleable dog If
of one kind or another are to be
found on many American farms and
so likewise are bunting dogs, such as

Mrs. Wtailow'a Boothlnf Syrup for OtalldiM
teething, aoftena the game, reduce lnflamiu-Uo- a,
eaUyi pain, car wind colic, 6e botUe.

pure-bloode-

nolnters. particularly In districts
where the farmers have the time and
the inclination to go out after small
came In season. On most farms the
In the barn or stadogs make their headquarters
but an Intne
of
outbuildings,
one
some
In
or
ble
have takor
gentlemen
country
creasing number
en to providing dog houses of greater or less pretentions and on the estates of some wealthy Amerare kenicans, such as J. Plerpont Morgan, there
barn of
more
the
than
deal
a
cost
good
nels that
the average prosperous farmer. .
The bulldog Is famous as a watch dog on the
farm and there are many farma all up and down
the land where one of these pugnacloua beaata la
considered
Indispensable. However, the seembeing Inability of many a bulldog to distinguish
tween friend and foe has put the clan In bad favor
on many a farm where there are numerous unexpected callers or where summer boarders from
the city are Included In the household In vacation season. The smaller dogs such as the Boston
and fox terriers, the black and tans, etc., are well
represented on the farms. Such dogs are more
dependable than some or the heavier species for
duty as watch dogs Inside dwellings or farm buildings and If the canine family becomes too numerous It Is usually easy to fldn a market In the
city for the surplus, tbe city folks being partial
to these small dogs. One thing that the farm
dogs have had to learn of late years Is a respect
for the automobiles that whlx past at scandalous
speed. Not a few valuable dogs were killed on
the rural roads ere the meaning of the new men-

Volumes have been written regarding the
remarkable intelligence and Judgment displayed
by the shepherd dogs of this and other countries
in minding Hocks or sheep and thousands of dogs
are today doing men's wo rk In this field. Similar
ly efficient service Is performed very frequently
by dogs In assisting to drive cattle to market or
dinary.
to
the railroad yards and even In the more delion
ot
The dog
the farm helps in a variety
ways,
cate work of "rounding up" poultry. Finally there
but It Is a question after all whether his greatest value does not lie in the companionship he are a hundred minor services as, for example, that
performed by the numerous farm dogs that have
affords. The farmer and the farmer's wife, parbeen taught by their masters to meet the rural
In
would
if
an
isolated
live
locality,
they
ticularly
free delivery carrier each day and to bring to the
be mighty louely at times save for the faithful
farm house the mall and the dally paper. This
dog and a lone child on a farm, with no playfor the farmer when, aa is so
mates within several miles, might be hard put Is a big time-save- r
often the case, the R. F. D. box is located a cone
to it for amusement were It not for the
siderable distance from the dwelling.
animal proverbially patient under childish tySome persons have even predicted that the
In
to
ever
and
Join
any
diverting
ready
ranny
will come In America when some of our
time
most
consider
since
big
people
project. And.
will employ doga as they do In Hollknd
farmers
dogs the best companions, the farmer is fortuand
other
foreign countries to draw the carts ot
with
to
to
choose
reference
his
In
nate
ability
milk
creameries and do other work that we
to
the
such preference. The city man living in a house
now entrust to horses, but this prediction is not
in a row or, worse yet, cooped up In a flat, finds
distances
the term "house dog" synomous with small size, generally Inaccepted because of tbe greatthere
Is no
this country. However,
bat In the country, where the average home has a Involved
canines
.of
reason
usefulness
the
intelligent
why
has
wide
porches',
large lawn and the dwelling
should not be still further developed and certainthere need be no line of discrimination drawn bely as the "automobile habit" spreads In the rural
doors
"out
and
the
houae
dog."
tween the
dog
communities the farmers are going to find dogs InClosely linked to the sentimental value of the dispensable In one more d irectlon, for It has been
farm dog as a companion Is the worth of the serv-lo- o
proven that there Is no deterrent like a dog that ace waa learned.
he renders as a guardian of life and property
looks as though he meant business for warning off
on the farm. It Is not merely, for Instance, that
the Joy riders who are wont to appropriate auto- BIRDS FIGHT THEIR IMAGES.
such a dog can serve as companion for the farm'
mnhlloi that ihnv find standing nnriiarded In the
a
er-wife when she is left alone, but better yet.8treets Qr ,n a market ,paoe or at a p,cnlCi
But 8o Do Fish, for That Matter, According to
he la able to offer very tangible protection from
All the above baa reference, of course, to the
Darwin.
vis
unwelcome
or
other
annoyance by tramps
value as helpers on the farm, but this by no means
ttora. Similarly the Intelligent canine can exeran
On
exhausts the possibilities of the subject
A correspondent tor tbe Scotsman recently recise an almost human watchfulness over the chilnumber of farms It has been found
Increasing
ported what he described as the "curious freak" of
dren when they are out of sight and out of hear that dogs can be made a source of actual revenue.
blackbird flying against a parlor window many
a
cain
of
the
and
dog's
their
proof
elders,
Ing of
This Is accomplished by breeding blooded dogs
at the same spot continuously. Such an Intimes
to
point
pabilities In this role It Is only necessary
for the market It Is of necessity a "side line"
Is not uncommon. Birds have been known
cident
to the very frequent rescues from drownings In
to be sure, but it can be made a most profitable
for hours at a time, day after day, with
to
fight
which dogs play the part of heroes.
one, for fine dogs bring big prices and the farmer
own image reflected In a pane of glass, pecktheir
are
and
his
the
under
farmer
best
family
At night when the
has the facilities for breeding dogs
ing and fluttering against the pane and quite exconditions without a' fraction of the Investment
aaleep this vigilance on the part or alert canines
to demolish the
themselves in their
is an almost Invaluable safeguard and under ideal
that would be required of a man who established hausting rival. It is another fury
of bow the
instance
supposed
or
better a Kennel on a tract of land used for no other purconditions It affords the farmer as good
confuse
and
the
our
civilization
of
arts
corrupt
pose. Moreover the farmer's wife and children
protection than can be claimed for his city cousin
birds.
Is
or
It
or
for
the
tbe work
can do most
dogs.
caring
residing on a street patrolled by policemen.
It is the same with fishes. Darwin tella a
because of the diverse responsibilities of this Just as they do in so many instances in the case
of a pike in an aquarium separated by plate
story
farmer
a
that
not
much
shrewd
Is
work
that
of
There
danger
many
the poultry.
night sentry
from fish which were Its proper food. In
glass
It will prove Irksome either, for there Is nothing
thinks It wise to keep not merely one good dog,
trying to get at the fish the pike would often dash
more amusing than the average puppy, and he
but three or four. With one dog Inside the house
with such violence against tbe glass aa to be comand
solicitous
wttb
other
dees not as a rule require that extreme
and another outside the building
pletely stunned. It did this for more than three
care that must be bestowed upon some other
dogs inside and outside tbe barn the farmer need
before it learned caution. Then when
months
for
lack
will
he
stock.
warnings
classes of pet
have little fear that
'the
was removed the pike would not attack
glass
Tbe species of dogs which may most advanKhould anything out of .the ordinary transpire.
those particular fish, but would devour others
not
of
as
course,
Is,
be
farm
be
moreover,
selected
can
upon,
depended
helpers
These dogs
tageously
freshly luroduced.
a matter of individual opinion and there are al'only to give -i- rning of the approach of trespassas
as
on
the
alarmists
as
different
serviceable
most
subject
opinions
.re
many
equr'!y
ers, but (he..
Algy Wasn't Slow.
with the regard to the age at which people should
nhould lire break out or should any of the stock
I want Helen to marry a buslneaa
Munn
Pa
on
the
feed
bins.
or
Invade
the
In
Naturally,
personal
preferences
the
marry.
looso
night
get
man. She's going to get all my money.
part of the farmer and the members of his family
Such i anine services, tangible as is their value,
and
then
choice
a
to
with
much
Algy That's grand! What business would you
do
have
ofttimes
that
all
the
means
no
responsibilities
nr by
to set mr up In? Philadelphia Bulletin.
like
from
desired
is
of
assistance
sort
that
again the
tcratpl'til dogs assume In return for their modest
self-sam-

George Macdonald.

keep

Friendship Is the flower of a
ment, and the fruit of time.

mo-

Red Ctom Bag Blue, all blue, beat bluing
value in the whole world, makes the Uun-dresmile.
as

A mule seldom kicks without cause,
but a man is different
HIx You said your gun would shoot
00 yards.

DIe I know I did.
Hlx It's marked to shoot only 450

yards.

but there

Dlx I know,

barrels.
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The Army of
Constipation
SeaaDer
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Every Dao

CARTER'S LITTLE
LIVER PILLS a
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A failure at first makes us esteem nentrexoncsay
final success.
lions us
A family In Minnesota that now en-Jo- them for
Postum would never have known
Sek
how good It is If the mother had been
discouraged by the failure of her SMALL Pill, SMALL DOSS, SMALL PSSX
first attempt to prepare it Her son
Genuine must boar Signsture
ys

la.

tolls the story:
"We had never used Postum till last
spring when father brought home
package one evening Just to try it Wo
had heard from our neighbors, and la
fact every ono who used It, how well
they liked it
"Well, the next morning Mother
brewed It about five minutes, Just as
she had been In the habit of doing
with coffee without paying special attention to the directions printed 00
the package.
It looked weak and
didn't have a very promising color, but
nevertheless father raised his cup
with an air of exceptancy. It certainly did give him a great surprise, but
rm afraid It wasn't & very pleasant
one, for he put down his cup with a
look of disgust
Mother wasn't discouraged though.
and next morning gave it another trial,
letting It stand on the stove till boiling began and then letting it boll for
fifteen or twenty minutes, and this
time we were all so pleased with It IBnmwlbsOvwMShocaJ K
that we have used It ever slnos.
TcarinjC7KecSi
"Father was a confirmed dyspeptlo
and a cup of coffee was to him like
A"
T
So he never drinks It any more,
f-aw mmi Hike mm wbJea bra
pa
but drinks Postum regularly. He lant bather. Sapawt tiwbaah ill oenfe I S
work eboaa. Peat bey
tw Sfcf l
troubled with dyspepsia now and is IfcawearlB
tee eaieai bfewaM4 whh mmfmrnMim.
b
thea pat a the ateeajfn wmm
actually growing fat, and Fm sure Seat vait, AotbblerSSxtkM.
Ummmimm
tag bo.
Postum Is the cause of It All the chil
teat aappllad. write . Fie baotfcaa.
dren are allowed to drink it and they Damn sing wesasn 00. Rssnjs,
are perfect pictures of health." Name
given by Postum Co., Battle Creek,
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Mich.
$1.00
Read the little book, "The Road to leaatvtet
Wellvflle," In pkgs. "There's a reason."
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SOCIALISTS
Name Slate jhuI
CoMtV TiCUOt

wish to
that I flni a
candulAti en the siviulist- tiikrt
Jhere are many reasons woyi
ttUcrlptloa prke, $1.00 per yew. every reader of this paper who f.r the eiiioe ol l'lcbAte Judge el
1.4t Satet.Uv
'
on Ap- oan do so should attend the Dry Ou.w County, subject ta the willj of the
furnished
tv.rl
ratM
AdTtrtisUg
elecI

e

dry-farm-

te

!

on
H there is a cross marked
Shit space you will know that your
ex'subscription to this paper has
be pleased to
pired. We would
at once.
jeceie your renewalwill be dis'Otherwise the paper
.
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continued.

OFFICERS- -

TERRITORIAL

N. M.
Secretary-Nat- han

N. M.
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Santa

'

'

Fe,
-- Fjnf.k W'
Attorney General
A
Fe,
Santa
Clancy,
A. Otero, Sacta
Treaurer-- M.
M.
Fe N.
Instruction
Superintendent Public
?
banta Fe.
E.
Clark,
James
M.
N.
Commissioner of Fublic Lands
Robert P. Ervine, Santa i e,
'
N. M.
Warden-la- mes
Fish
Game and
'
P. Goble, Santa r Is.
D. Miller, San-- I
'
ta Fe, X. M'
District Court. Sixth District.
(Counties of Gudalupe, Otero,
'
Lincoln and Quay.)
Ala- -'
R.
Judge Edward M. .Wri&bJ,
magordo,' N.
H. Mo
District Attorney-Ha- rrv
Is.
X
Elroy, Tucumcan.
Alamo-- i
Downs.
P.
Charles
Clerk
gordo, N. M.
'

-
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U. S. Local Land

Register

Officers.

y.

freceivet-- N.

OFFICH1S.
QUAY COUNTY
Shariff- -J.

F, Ward.

P. Dosohoo.
H. Chenau It.
r
Probate ludge J. D.
I. - Briscoe.
L.. i- Superintendent of Schools
Cramer.
Surveyor -- W. L. Traylor.

Probate

Clerk-- R.

Treasurer-- C.

Cuthp-Assesso-

J-

Board of Commissioners.
A. Dodson.
First District-- W.
M. Hodges,
-J.
DistrictSecond
Stubbms.
C.
R.
District-third
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ONLY WAGON YARD IN TOWN
Willi A GOOD HARN IO TAKE CARE
OF LOADED ' WAGONS, GOOD CLEAN
TON STALLS. PLENTY OF GOOD FRESH

THi:

(J

WATER AND MODERN CONVENIENCES.

f;
HOUSES AND GOOD
HAY, GRAIN
COMFORTABLE EEDS.
AND FEED FOR SALE.
CLEAN

v.
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CAMP
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Progressive Broom Factory
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Precinct Otficers.
Sate, Justice of Peace,

Geo.
hidley Anderson, Constable.
E- -
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GaUegos.

Best and Cheapest

at

!tesKe

home-makir-

R. A. Prentice.

tho Choicest,

All

Su-.ith-

J. Mills, Santa Fe,

Governor-- W.
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and Farm Seeds.

u

vut
the voters at the general
Farming Congrts?, the Far:n tion to be held November seventh.
n
tV
j Pi ters
Women's Congress and tlu
etn,iu
1. II. Lewis.
tva
At
at
of
meir-ir'products
5f$v;
clock i m.
Colorado Springs, October 16 to p.
OrtW it.-Coi my Clekj..
And oa p.,'):,'
The leading agricultural teachI hereby announce myself as detuils
Vt
ot
r
au.1
the
J owe
fanners
sucesfful
and
ers
a candidate for nouunniion to the pointed
ioiioio.4
the ntieinon
land will be there iu consultation.
oibce of Countv Clerk of Quay
0i.xV
nomiiuiion lor
t will be an education to meet
countv, subject to the decision of
them and hear tbetn. live gover- the Democratic Frimary".
m.ide;
U.
Ser.Aior, Lrr.ry
nors, the assistant secretary of
R. C. Muadcll,
agriculture, the ministers of agriSan Ion, K. M. sentitives, J.
V
;
FroV.At
culture of three Canadian proviDist.
3rd
Commissioxeji,
of
CiV,
Lewis
;in Joa; Couriy
nces, eight agriculture colUge
Horn in Augusta toynty,
T
S.
U.
hundred
a
departTrcAum,
John
Avervj
presidents,
in
San
Now
the
locatej
ment of asricuiture men will de Virginia.
Co.r; S,i:ool S i;vj .ftn.l'f,:,
of New Mexico, I
Jon
from
Valley
men
Al'so
tbem.
l...4.v
J. R, Porur; AAes.
among
as a candidate
China, Mexico, Cnnada, Brazil, announce myself
ger; Sherii'f, !. V. 1Va:j;
for the
first .jstrlct,
India, Hungary, Russia, Belgium. for County Commissioner
Third District. Quay County, sub- second district. Hurl, tbu? '.
countries.
and
ether
Argentine,
The Congress may not be held ject to the decision of the Demo- trict, Higersor.;
.uxtyo to K
in ihis part of the world for years cratic Frimary to be held October nrtntinfltpj l.lTtrf
hf
to come. It Is cheap to go, the 7th.
Mr D. If. Lc:
S. A. Coiner.
fare
a
made
lo.W(
railroads having
inee for prebste a.?ce
from every part .of the ..North County Clcrk.
lives about feur rrrfes sonrh ot
American
nomination
continent, includeing
for
I am a candidate
here was there arJ tells cs thst
.
subCanada.'
Mexico and
fcvtrr-to
to the ofiice of County Clerk,
the covention
Exhibits of
products ject to the voters at the Democrahave been brought from every dry tic Primaries, October 7.
piracts for tich
wr.s ht ".J.
bnd state in the West, from CanD. J. Finegan.
The!State or.vt-r.tiotada and foreign countries, and
in Toiranre ccuruy nr
I hereby announce myself as a at WillarJ
one of the greatest f agricultural
fji- candidate . for the Democratic Mondav, October t. tnd tJif
the
horticultural
and
displays
nomination for County Clerk, sub- lowing ticket cami:
west has ever seen will be in place
Governcr, S. G. liivcra, Kio
to the action of the Demo.and well worth traveling many ject
Arriba coarty.
cratic Primary
miles ta see.
Lieuten.rt-Gvemi- r,
Cl.us. T
T'M. C. Shihhine.
A congreps of farm women will
SH KRJFF.
hold its first meeting and discus
Secretary of Srate, C. U. Cam- I am a candidate for nominahomes.
rural
cf
the
problems
to the cfllce of eron, Luna cctnty.
for
This will le a treat and inspira- tion
Auditor. A, K. Garr., Otero
g
farm sheriff of Quay Countr, subject
tion to every
Democratic vot- county.
Colorado to the will of the
women in the land.
Treasurer, T, A. Chas:ain, Tor
ers at the primary to be held pet.
Springs is an especialy attractive
ranee
crnntr.
J. F. Ward.- .19x1.
place at this time cf the year and 7,
Supf rintcrdest o Snhnnh, Luv- it is able to take care of a grtat
1 desire to announce my candi"
lyne Lise, L'iocoln rrur.rv.
of
crowd of people.
acy for the ofiice of Sherifl
Attorney Gfatrtl, A. 1. Mc
will
to
the
subject
Donald, Un'ia cocntv.
Quay County,
of the republican county convenCommissioner cf Public Ltrnifi, '
LESSOrJ FlOM the flowers tion to be held September 23, 191 1 W. C.
Thrp, Curry countv.
Tucum'cari.
Wm.
Troup,
Corporation CoramiSiSiiafTs; W
Little Girl Learns That She Will Not
Be Loser by Her GenT. Holmes; W. P. Mrtcali; D. A
erosity.
TAX ASSESSOR.
Stager.
I am a candidate fcr reflection
Members cf Cargress, J. W.
The little girl's pansy bed vas not
for
of
Assessor
Tax
Also the rose geranium lo the ofiice
thriving.
Hausen; c. cutticg.
bush was thin and scragg'y. "You
will
Quay Countv, subject to the
Supreme Judges were cot r&3- need to pick your pansy blossoms and
the
at
voters
Democratic
of
the
fid.
geranium leaves more freely," ex"For Instance, Primaries to be held October 7.
he vidior.
plained
iviiu. to bcti ltd
uiich of
it you
uppese you give rue a
I, . UriSfcGe.
... . .f.
on
expo-sitio-

Editor and Publisher.
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plication.
,Q90. E.

amu-mno-

GROCERIES FEED,

each."

A look of dismay

appeared

"Oh, but I have sq
Having received the nomination
If you will try my
few." "Exactly.
' The last rose ot summer has rule you will bavo more. You savo for Assessor of Quay county on
still slic- too carefully. Cut loose and give the republican ticket, J desire to
faded, but the trusts are
before
piore freey. There's a great b's les- announce my candidacy
ing watermelons.
son In It. The flowers will teach you
consideration
their
voters for
how. Try it just onpe. If my words the
Reluct-ant!the
r.ot
at
HI
fail
ask
general election November
yqu'aa."
The municipality of Des Moiacs
maid
but
litllc
the
complied,
Edd. J21iis.
seventh.
nrranized a matrimonial bu- with a flushed and deeply dissatisfied
h
t
,
manacer; to couutenance as the visitor remorsereau anu i.yvuit a
lessly pushed the situation to Its limit REPRERKNTATIVE.
'assist in promoting marriages
and refused to bo satisfied while a
The general pansy yet adorned' tho bed cr a fragI am a candidate
before the
lonely souls.
was already rant leaf of any appreciable size
it
for
nominais
that
Democratic
Primary
impression
on tho bush. '
to
stay
than
married
tion
for Representative to tho
'
.easier tc get
A weel: later the visitor wag greetmarried.
ed by a smiling little face and a smil- State Legislature.
i
ing pansy bed, royal In purple and
J. W. Campbell.
pold, while the geranium bush sturd-jllookis
who
always
The person
held aloft a thick verdure of odor?
I wish to announce
to rind ous leaves. "Are you satisfied, little
for
something
about
ing
.
ft
.
before the voters of Quay conntj
UM1
t
girl?" 'Ob, yes, I'm giving tq everyfault witn ana mahe a
for the office of Senator.
body now and have plenty."
can usually find what he looking

ibe small face.
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W A N T E D G oor. H off 1 r. r e- - g
1 no Magazisf.
rtquires the it:- - ' t
vices ot a represertative in Sas
Jon Valley U lock after sstfirip - U
tion renewals ar.a to exteca c:rcu.- - o
:ecial methods uhich B
ation bv
have proved unusua'lv successful, j
Salarv and rorrmission. Previous I!
experience desirab'e, but zct es- - j
Fential. Whole time cr Sfere
time. Address, with references, n
J. f. rairRar.xs, ocoa Hcuse - (d
krepicg Magazine, jSl
Ave., New York City.

SMJ JOfJ UfiLLEY

i
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re-twe-

. JUu't iivcnt! miles cast

of Tucumcari,

on

the Tucumcari cud Memphis railroad lies a
stretch of country known as the San Jon Valley.
you arc footing for a location it will pay

If

you to tee it.

has the richest land

I

I

in Quay County.

y

1

"

tor. But what a life he lives. His
'soul shrivels and withers untill t
looks
is shown in bis manners and
its
lost
life
has
' )For such a, person
and
rude.
savor. It becomes sour
)tle passes from bad to' worse and
in anybody. His
pees no good
taxes are too high no matter how
k an1- hfi- PUSSeS
U.m mi
i . it
IUW iuc
Lis neighbor because his .neighbor
is
prosperous and enjoys iife. In
,
act be hates himself, is a menace
to the town's prosperity, a foe to
and no good to the deyili-

City Markets.

-..

7

-

pod

We all know the man, the mere
erip of whose hand puts nt;w life
and strength into u, and tho woman whose brave, cheery smile-am- idst
disappointment and trouble makes us ashamed to despair
and give up. And why shquld we
bot resemble them? It is certainly
cheer-lupetter to be' like a' bright,
fire at which our friends can
warm-anrevive their drooping
,
d
hearts, than like the proverbial
wet hJauket, which can effectually
ll

L. L. Klinefelter..

Butter
Qbar, Effgs

2cc

i5c
w.n.nua
i0
2jC
jiC
Treasurer.
LAST MINSTREL CF IRELAND
. ....Ji.oo to 51,25
I am a candidal for the office Turkeys
Thomas
Aged
;$i5,oo
Smith,
Wandering of County Treasurer, subject to maize neaas, per ton
Kaffir Corn bead-- -, per ton...
and Story Taller,. Died Re-- .
Sinner
15,00
of
the
will
the
the
at
Demor
voters
'
cer.tly In County Msath.
Beans, per pound..'
cratic Primaries, October 7.
Corrected weekly by
An aged wandering singer, rhyrtister
. T.
Lee G. Pearson
Bnd story teller, who was said to be a
and
feed
grocery
store.
descendant of one famed n tho da'ya
hosIn
tho
died
pf minstrelsy,
recently
NOTICE FOP PUBLICATION
pital In County Meath, Ireland. '. Hq
was .the last of tho old school Gf so
02).
called poets who' lived by story tellof tlie Interior U. S.
Department
ing: and verso making at farm house LsnCOffce, at Tucumcari, Neyv Mex
'
firesides. His name wa3 Thpmas Smith,
ico, August 12, 1011.
and according to report one of his
Not Ice is hereby given that Horace
ancestors wore cap and bells and
E.
Adams of San Jon, nt. M wlo, on
served as a jester to a prince. In
12, tOOC, marie Homestead
October
doubfaded
a
hla boyhood Smith vrpre
let of alternating stripes of yciiow Entry, No 122:JO for NW1:4, Sec. 10
and bluo which had beoi handed down Twd.9N, Itiintfe 34 E. N. M. P. Mer- :
to him as a relic of bib
irlian, lian illfd notice of intention
as
fame
a
daddy's
countrysldo
FuU.hsociatcd Press .cased
to makcFinal Five Year l'roftf, to
Wire Report Er.tr u Day in
claim to the land above
establish
H13 stories for tho most part had to
E. Hedge
before
described,
Eugeno
inc tear
do with tho fairies, and always proIJ.
n.
at
Commistiioner.
Endt;.
coke,
pentcd tho good fairy in tho part of!
straightened tangles and easing the N, M., qn the hitli day of Octolwr,
path of hapry marriage. His vislt3 1911.
throughout the country were mad Claimant names as witnesses:
with scheduled regularity, and an Jqlin Jenkins, D. II. Lewis, Roy
evening with y:o poat was the occa- Dunn ind J. W, Atkins all of San
sion for a gathering of young folks,
Albuquerque, N. M.
M.
Like most poct3, he vaa not thrifty, Jon,
A. Pkenticb, Register
jnam y, mmMjp, j
and died poor.
CY.
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It has raised good crops,
It has shallow water.
It has a railroad through
It has good towns.

i

the center.

w

-

i

sic

up-to-d-

business houses,

ate

It has good people.

..

has good schools and churches.

It has

everything

community.

I

Albuquerque

needed to make a first class

'

1

is in need of good

Morning Journal
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The towns have

'men

to develop its re

courccs.
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Corns,
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end ht us show you what can b done.
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List with the
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US,

CO.
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Democratic
Republican
State Ticket.
State Ticket.
The Democratic

State convention which met last week at Santa
fe nominated the tollowintf ticket;
Governor, W. - McDonald of
'arrizczo.
Lieutenant Governor, V.. C.
of Las Vegas.
Secretary of State, Antcnio J.
Lwcero, of Las Vrgas,
Treasurer, O. N, Marion, of
Albuquerque.
Attorney General, V. i.
of LeLande,
Auditor, Francisco A. Manzan- ares, of Fort Sumner.
Superintendent of Public Instruction, Alvin N, White, of
De-Pac- a,

Mc-Gil-

l,

Sil-v- tr

City.

is

I

Republican State
ticket as nominated at the conven
tion in Loa Vegas last wetk.
Governor, II. O. Bursum cf
county.
Lieutenant Governor, Malaquias
tin.--

Soc-ccrr- o

Martinez, of Taos county.
Secretary of State, Sccunbino
Romero, of San Miguel county.
State Auditor, V. G. 6argent,
Rio Arriba county.

State Treasurer, Sylvestre

ci
i vtnliiin.l' d justice to
II
the
office
can
not
set
ti:n,
honorably And by the vote of fair
minded men who have the best in
teiosM of the whole people at
heart, I don't want it. I rcaliza
that a servant of the people must
rise above party selfishness and
treat his fellowman as he would
nave mem treat mm were tne cir.
cuinstances reversed."
We have known Mr. Troup fer
several years and have met him in
a business way and we beleive he
13 capable and sincere and
should
the office fall to we are confident

of Valencia county,
State Superintendent of schools,
A. B. Stroup, of 'Bernalillo county

FOR SENATOR

V.
Attorney Genera', Frank
Iil our announcement column
of
Bernalillo county,
Clancy,
Commissioner of public lands, you will find the announcement ot
Robert P. Ervien, ot Union coun Mr. L. L. Klineltlter for.Senator,

He has received the Republican nomination for this office,
K'ine, as he is ger.eraly known,
is a resident cf Obar, a claim holder and owner and publisher of
the Obar Progress. Ha is very

enthusiastic as to the progress of
out new state. It is generaly conceded the Republicans have made
a good choice in selecting him for
the senate. Mr, Klinefelter held
the office of County School Superintendent in Gero Ccunty Iowa,
for three terms with out opposition
at his elections. Since his resi
dence in Oua.v County he has
mr de many close friends, he has
bren a lifelong Republican. In
this election he sets as his p'atform
'a squate deal for Quay County."
D. H,

LEWIS

PROBATE JUDGE

'II MIC

iMul:.

REAL ESTATE SPECIALS

Dailv,

ri.

No. 41, Passenger WYst 7:40
No. 4a, Passenger East 6 02 a.m.
Daii.v rxcEi-- Sunhav.

Bbw r a few

r

No.

ot, Local Frt. West 4:00

N. yj,

h m.

Local Frt. East 10:30 cm.

gans

O.R. DEN I ON, Agent.

of tho many Ba

w can show you.

THE CHURCHES.

'

Kl.INEKKl.TER

e,

U M

1

M.

E. CHURCH Meetings every
First and Third Sunday's of each
month1. Services morning and

WeU
No' 5
U prbperty
No. 41 160 acres three and one
:
i
i
l.
w
half miles southwest of San Jon, l,u"1 "us'n"s BWU8C
evening.
r
1001
'"nK.
Kkr. J. W. Campbell, Pastor. all fenced with two wires, twentv
sma11
stab,e and other 6maU
acres in cultivation, rather tight 2
14.- L. .!1J!
land just right to work nice.
8 Da,lo,ns' inree ,ols on ine
on ma'n street, will trade or tell.
FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH.
per acre.
!

.

he will make us a good officer and
work to the county's interest.

Mir-aba- l,

Justices of the Supreme our'f tySummers Burkhardr, of Alhuqusi-que- ;
Justices of the Supreme court,
W. A. Dunn, of Koswell;
Frank. W. Parker, Ctarence J.
Richard H. Hanna, of Santa Fe.
Roberts and Edward R. Wright.
Corporation Commissioners, Sol
Commissioners,
Coaporation
Owens, of C'iovis; Sefereno Mar- Geo. V.
Armijo, of Santa Fe
tinez, of colfax; Geo. II.
county; Hugh Williams of Luna
of Estancia.
county; M. S. Groves of Eddy
District Judge, Eighth District coi n y.
T. B. Leib, of Raton.
,
Geo. Curry of
"ongressmen,
District Attorney, E chth dis- Otero and E'lego IJ.ica cf Bern,
trict, Kd F. Saxon, Tucurncari.
a'iilo county.
The convention was harmonious
Wm. TROUP jor Sherief.
and the returning delegates ar;
all euthusiastic and also confident
Mr.' Wm. Troup of Ttrumcari
nominated
have
as
that they
goid istocomu before the republican
a ticket as can b; picked in tLe county convention for nomination
state.
to the office of sht tiff. He says
The county Primary was held in part as follows;
last Saturday and many of the "I desire it to be understood that
1
1 am nuking this racs on what
precincts had some lively times.
of
the
to
many
Owing
precints btleive to be my merits and not
not making any outside count tie on tho dsmerits of my opponent.
nominees will not Ivj known unti I r am
plain man of the people
the
counts
the central committee
and used to lhboring for the livevotes next turHnv..
lihood on which I have existed
but. I bdeive I am capable of atThe funeral of Admirul S h!ey, tending to the duties of the office,
was held at Washington D C. yes- and I would like 'the honor and I
terday, interment at the N.i;ioual consider it an honor to srve t' e
Arlington.
Cemetry
people in that capacity. I beleive
Van-Ston-

T,

in

I

.1

San Jon,

...

New Mexico.

No.4.a
Deeded
160 acres, 2
No. 52
160 acres
Deeded.
J. P. Mastkrson, Pastor. miles from San
Jon, 35 acres broke four and one half miles north of
Prcachihg every second Sunday fenced and cross fenced all with
San Jon, 60 acres in good state of
at 11 oclock A. M.
two wires, small box house, fine cultivation, fenced and cross fencPrayer service, 8 oclock p. M.
location.
Price on application. ed with two wires, small house,
All Christians especially invited
barn 16 x 36, garden fenced with
to this prayer service for the good
No. 43
320 poultry netting, same nice trees,
Relinquishment
of the community.
vines and bermuda grass, a fin
one
and
miles
three
fourth
acres,
Service at a oclock (slow time)
from San on, House 13 x 20, well of water which will furnish
on Saturday before the second
land
barn 12 x 30, all fenced, 40 acres water for
Sunday. Everybody invited.
h
cultivation, mixed land, fine lays fine for irrigating from the
Sunday School each Sabbath at soil, choice location, cash
price well. Price on application10 oclock A. M.
jzooo or will trade.
J. P. Masterson, Supt.
No. 55
Tw
Vacant Lots.
W. 13. Griffiths, See.
No. 45 Deeded
160 acres. 2 fine corner lots on Main and
Singing School meets every Sun- niles from San Jon, all fenced and Fourth street at 200 each OA
day afternoon at Three oclock at cross fenced with two wires, A no. easy terms.
one box house with shingle roof,
the Church.
No. 56 Business Lot. Come
goid barn both well painted, a
few nice fruit trees, a well of fine lot on Fifth St. and Maple Ave.
water, about 50 acres in cultiva- 2150, $15 down, balance in small
TUS Z.ODGZS
tion, fine toil, mixed land, at $10 monthly payments to suit the pur
chaser. This lot faces the depo.l
Tne A. II. T. A. nwts each 2nd and pet acre.
4th Wednesday evening.
aQd is a money maker at the price
No. 47 Vacant lot A fine corE. II. Wilkin, Pre. .
No. 58 Six lots in a bunch on
II. B. Horn, Soc.
ner lot on main street one square
with barn 16 z 30j
trom the depot, in the business south side
with
fenced
wire, price $400 on
Tne W. 0. V?. meets eacb let and part of towni
A bargain at I250
good terms.
3rd
evenings. Vi3iting Sover-ig-

In the announcement column
Monday
this paper you will find the
Welcome.
No 48 Vacant lots. Two lots
announcement of Mr. D. II. Lewis
No. 64 A choice relinquish-me- nt
XI. B. Horn, C. 0.
on south side a little way out, will
the Socialist ro.ninee for Probate
five north of San Jon. Will
C. 1. Owen, Clerk.
fine
at
residence
make
of
a
sell or trade very cheap if takaq
property,
Judge
Quay Ccunty.
Mr. Lewis was born in the state
$40 for the two.
soon.
The M. W. A. meets each secof Gecrgia in the year 1851, at
the age of ten years he moved ond and fourth Saturday evening
with his parents to the stata cf of each month.
VALLEY LAND CO
Visitors welcome.
Texas, where he received his
C. L. Owen, V. C.
uiation and studied law. In the
Mex.
Of Sn
Geo. E. Sale. Clerk
year of 1S72 at the age of twenty,
one he wac admited to the bar and
Dealers In
licenced to practice law in the
CARDS
PROFESSIONAL
courts of the state of Texas.
Deeded Lands
of
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Jon, New

town, in A now country,
on A now railroad, iu The new State
Of Now Mexico In the San Jon Vul'oy
Our
oit tiits Iloek Island rati read.
In the'ytar of 1900 he moved to
t ,
f,utl(;s north twenty-liv- e
CHAS. C. REED,
south
the
and
Indian Teritcry where he enniilM eyst thirty wiles
Notary-Publigaged in stock raising and farming
thtrty mile. The soil In this part
rl(.j1( sa.Kiv o;im 0f
Qf t))0 va,,(,y ,s
In the year J005 he came to New All Legal Blanks Poperly Execu'td
a ,,I)0C0ate c4!or uiultJliitl with a
Office in Sentinel building
Mexico, be filed on a c aim ,fiive
c)ay su)k(i;lt About eighty' per cent
tilabb nod Uio ether miles south of San Jon, where he
of lue
tho has iincc lived and cu'tivah d his OfFICKTEL. 100 RESIDENCE 130
tAVVl(y ,)er ,.,,(., s lovcrod with
rtinj,st;t grazinggrii'Sei in the west, place, he is a man well liked uy all
Slock 0f )i Kinds keep fit the year his neighbors, honest and honorCorn, Miiixo, Kiilllr, Millet, able in all his
rounrj.
Dr, 13. F. HERRING.
dealings, he believes
j;ru()lnPorri) wheat ai.d Vegetables of
in a great future for the new state
HERRING UUIl.niNC,
a kinds do Wt,n
NEW MEXICO
is
for
TUCUMCARI.
worker
betterment
a
and
the
E(t,c also has several large
icha
me
noise,
f
of his county.
date stfK.cs
pmvrVi
ft
,c)iione exchm:ge, schools and
We have known Mr. Lewis for
DR. R. S. COULTER,
is a thriving; city
a period of three years and have
dkntist
allw&vs found him a gentleman
n
Office in New Dank Building,"
Irt every' respect.
DAjVU UlJ J.
Phone 04.
a
on
rko
i3
well
Bar(1.cjty
New Mex.
Tucumcari,
Eon Ellis for Assessor,
tljal gives j, a LeMittlul view over
ten
U)e v,uoy t0 Uv, soulh) 8iwwn!,
E'sewhere in this paper you
conliHuOW3
Ul
Q tho S(iW(h
Jn.r
of
tho
rise
US!W1
iinJ the announce meot 'of Ed
will
fo't
r. Epvvin
uhrupt) 0,1(,.tll
Dr.
Mannsy,
J.,
hr!l.cs f tJlc j,re.,t staked f Jains e f Ellis the Republican' nominee for
fi;
Physician Surgeon,
fio southwest. It Is vel estannsiva assessor of Quay county,
Ofllcc Sutton Building, Main St.
and lias openings lor many businesses
Mr. Ellis was born aud reared
Phone 85, Res. Phone 171.
and enterprises. Its tributary coun. in Texas.
to
came
He
Quay
New Mex.
soil
isstmilar
to
the
Tucumcari,
try is large. Its
fi'ed
and
ago
a
years
eight
rich
sandy ccunty
rest of he valley being
f
miles
reduces extra wel on a claim two and
loam which
witc.fi..) and led properly.
lived
He
of
north west
Tucurncari,
Dr. W. LEMING
Tlie'peorle arc all energotlc and on it and ma.'e five year proof and
for
their
ore always "busy working
still owns and cultivates it.
Speciality, eve, ear, nose throat.
own befcrnient. It has a good school,
Glasses fitted,.
thirty-tigh- t
is
Mr.
EUi3
years
ethodisl church
and a new &1200
fambr.lidit g has Just .been ccvnpb'tedand old, came frcm a democratic
Office, first stairway east of the
is all paid for.
ily and a democratic state yet he Vorenberg Hotel.
has always iieen a republican and Tucumcari,
New Mex.
his
v
for
worked
ted and
has
jj- gati Jon is located in tho San Jon party nt rill elections,
VnJKy which is one of the most
we huve l
EUGTJNE E. HEDGECOKE
persor.a'ly acquabeautiful and fertile valleys In New inted with Mr. Ellis for three
year
......... 11
lilivn.l with an
U. S. Commissioner,
ui mv.". v iu
l .him a
foau
have
,
and
always
a
is
unusual mild climate, whirl,
..
6rit DrSTRlCT
and
Murce of never ending delight for the straight business man, square
Filings, Contest?, Proofs, etc.
sul-j accommodating in all his dealings.
people ot the cold north or tie
- . . NEW MEX.
ENDEE,
try south. The temperature in the
winter is very mild and tho summer;
eiays are never cxeeneiy nut,
Work and Worry.
For Sale.
cooled by the pleasant breezes from
wear3 out more people than
"TV'orry
Store building 18x30 and smal)
philthe mountains. The nights are. alv work does." snid the
stock of Groceries. Postoffice in
ways cool and pleasant; and refresh, osopher.
Mr.
Uig sleep can always be. enjoyed.
nt ronrae it does,"
Gcod location. Tbis
connection.
If vou are looking for an Idea Growcho.; "for the simple- reason that
rather put in our property must be sold at once and
spot for a home, S;.n Jon is the Ideal .60 many ot ua would work than
doing will go cheap.
Inquire at this
for a limo worryins about
place, or If you are looking
'
w
H
er&ce,
the place19 luvctt ?au Jon
A new

Sat

tIor Valley

Is

nat- -

urcs one sanitarium tlie elcviitl'iu
Is Just high enough to insiife a pure,
clear atmosphere, and not to high for
vegetation to flourish. The people
here enjoy all the. .advantages of anextra healthy, climnto that, heretofore has been allowed only to those
who could afford. to spend time and
money at some health resort, Many
Ith here who
people enjoy best ofhea
rehave tried other places of great
Hoiuu wl
relelf.
without
putatlon
as- have been troubled for years, with
tlima, hay fever, tubercular trouble,
trou- catarrh, rheumatism und heart
blt aie now enjoying health and hap- plntFS here with abundant opportunJties .'or making a livhig.
'The soils of New Mexico am
world.
Thoy
tho
iu
mong the richest
uni- arenas a general rule, deep and
their
form so that with little pare
Those
fertility will last indellnltoly. climate
Mexico's
dry
soils under New
form an Ideal medium for plant
receive- a niaigrowth.
win- mum amount of sunshine and a
no
I
smivoi
mum amount of shade.
the State, with judieious handlinga"
have good texture and sufficient
mounts of moisture. panu jwvt.
ex
humus, heat and air to produce
'
cellent crops.
Arid or dry farming, or farmmg
comwithout irrigation, is one of the
ing branches of western Agriculture
most
It promises to become by far the
of
the
phases
Important of all
development in the westThis is because of the vast area that
n hfi made t "Blossom as a Rose"
correct practices
by the application of
irnfflrfTorn and Milo Maize arc. tne
and pro- principle arid farm crops,
to
bushels
duce from thirty to fifty
fruiUs
corn,
an acre. Oats, barley,
-
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Tboro are three towns In the
Etidee, Hard
lev on tho railroad.

Trans-Con- City and San Jon. The
rail- Island
Rock
tinental line of the
V- - U. to los
way from Washington,
An"elos Cel., runs directly through
tl-center of the valley with thethree towLS distributed in almost
uual distances from each other. Eaeh
with a foresitrht
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and etc.
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have land in New Mexico to trade for land in other State
We sell Stocks of Goods, Vacant and Improved Property.
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Clarenea
Ksy, Confederate
Had an Unusually Aetlva.
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TAPPED TAFT?"

LIFE
Vettran
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I. COLE

By MAIY

Inter-aitln- g

OPERATION

Caratr.

After m lira which brought him In
touch with tha utteituost purts of the
fnrth, coming in contact (or many
years with some of the most astute
diplomats of the old and new world.
Clarence Key. grandson of Francis
Scott Key. author of "The
Rr.nner." died nt the Confederate
Soldiers' Home. Plkeavllle, recently
after a lingering Illness, Hays the Baltimore Sun
He dad lived at the home since
1909. having been in poor health all
that time, although it was expected
that he would live several years long
er.
Bora in Maryland seventy-Ovyears
ago, Mr. Key was a son of John R
Key. He went to Cuba when young,
and at the outbreak of the civil war
made several attempts to get back to
this country, finally succeeding in
landing in Mexico, when he at once
crossed the border into Texas and enlisted in the 2d Texas cavalry under
e

the confederate flag.
Later ha joined the 26th Texas car
airy, his total service extending over
four years. The battles In which he
participated were al! fought in the
southwest and he often regretted the
'act that he waa unable to participate
in the fighting in Virginia, where his

ahowed
comrades from Maryland
such conspicuous bravery.
After the war Mr. Key, profiting by
hi knowledge of 8panish gained in
Cuba, went to Mexico City, where be
became official interpreter for the
American embaaay. He waa so proficient that his services were sought by
Sir Chentung Liang Chlng. Chinese
minister to the United States and
Mexico, jointly, for many years Mr.
Key accepted a place In the embassy
in Mexico City, taking the title of foreign secretary, a position which he
filled with much credit until two years
ago, when he waa obliged to resign on
account of falling health.
Nothing for Nothing.
E. Phillips Oppenhelm, the popular
ngllsh novelist, apropos of the many
banquets given In his honor, said in
Boston:
"If these rich repasts continue, I
shall grow like Rossini a fat gourmet. But I hope I shall never grow as
ungallant as Rossini.
f
"One of his admirers, a beautiful
marquise, desired to meet the great
To her emissary Rossini
composer.

said:
'"1 do nothing for nothing. If the
lady brings me a very line bunch of
asparagus, she can take a view of me
at her leisure.'
"He then glanced down at his enormous abdomen, and. patting it with
his hand, he said:
" 'The lady may even walk round me
If she pleases, but that will cost two
bunches of asparagus.' "
The Dog's Taste.
Representative Gardner of Massachusetts, apropos of an immigration
case hehad investigated, said the other day:
"The trouble with this immigrant
waa that he didn't know what was
good for him. We are all more or less
like that The things that are best
for us are the things we most dislike.
Mr. Gardner smiled.
"A woman." he said, "was complaining about the depredations of her dog.
"'Only yesterday,' she cried, 'he
broke Into the larder.'
"'Dear me!' said her interlocutor
'Old he eat much?'
"He ate,' she replied, 'every blessed thing except the dog biscuit"'

IIK1!K U such a delightful balance between the endowments
of men ami women, the two sexes are so eternally intcnlepenlent, that there should he no disadvantage in belonging to
either half of humanity. Hut when we consider our civilization we are tempted to believe that Nature planned us for
Mime Age of Gold, which suddenly turned to hase alloy on her

Lx.

rv

hands,
pageant of the eenturii. we see
looking along
that in cruder times women's disadvantage was a question of
muscle, and today women are etill handicapped, in spite of
advances, because their imperfectly trained
great
minds and bodies still conspire with convention to perpetuate conditions
induced by the reign of brute force.
The savage woman found it a sad disadvantage to have to grind all
the corn and bear all the burdens. The more civilized woman saw that
her untrained labor vws but a sorry means of providing for those dependent upon her. The women of today appreciate the disadvantage of offer
ing her skill in a market where of two standards for the same work the
lower is her allotted portion. The modern woman would rescue her city
from corruption, foster the juvenile court, aid the teachers by providing a
pension system; but she finds her sex a crushing disadvantage in a society
which Approved of her helping to pay for the government, but disapproves
of her helping to elect its officers.
A woman is at a disadvantage in private life also. But whenever the
sexes have come together .in the simple family relation the power which
makes the world go round has ahvavs neutralized some of the artificial dis- tinctions of society. Away from the competitive struggle individuality
has a chance. The greatest powet of concentration guides the family for
But though character
tunes, whether its possessor be man or woman.
wins out at last, it always costs the woman more to make her power felt.
The historical attitude of formulated Christianity toward our sex
commands women to be obedient to their husbands, harking hack to the
And dogmatists still
dictum of the aristocratic Apostle to the Gentiles
follow Paul's rushlight, preferring his narrow concep'
tion of a submissive woman to Jesus' broader vision
which saw no distinctions of sex or rank in the great
family of humanity
Today we accept as a convention that men should
lie uncovered and women covered in churches and as
semblies, at teas, funerals and the like. We think of
At, if at all, as an odd survival, like the obsolete but- tnn nn the l.ark nf n man's
Rut when an V.ncr.
.?
hsh rector actually closes his church to prevent its
"desecration"' through the visits of women in the glorv
of their own hair we realize that Paul's ghost still
walks and tries to blast the wights that cross it. Every
disadvantage which the modern woman finds in her
home and her outside work is a survival of the old
.
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Feet.
So that he might "die like a solSergeant Mark Lamp-todier,"
of the Rifle brigade, who has died
in the military, hospital at Chelmsford, shortly before his death asked
the members of his family to allow
him to stand up. He distinguished
himself during the Fenian raid In
Canada, for which he received the
medal with two clasps, and he also
Died on His

n

served In India,
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Why It's Catnip.
of a
Persons who were In the lobby
chauffeur
a
when
New York hotel
of vegetation
brought back a bunch
to disfrom the country got a chance
cover why catnip la called such. armful
There was a lot of it In the
by the driver.
trooght Into the hotel
sooner had the odor got below
ixj than WclC the official feline,
by his
mmthoned up. eloeely followed
Neither had over seen

tra

understudy.
made springs
catnip before, but both from ths
carbunches
tor
and
at It,
'
I; Y."'
rier.
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tion of a superior and an inferior sex.

WILL
TARIFF

ADVISE

MERELY
EXPERTS

NOT TO

ARE

MAKE A TARIFF.

Matter Eventually Will, of Courae, Be
Advice
In the Handa of Congress
on the Question Always Has
Been Taken,

It seems almost certain that on the
tariff question we are approaching
conteat between experts. Just as in
aaur
BAAAnt
mi.wjlA,. trial. ISA
alienists
against
pitted
promlnenl
each other, some testifying for and
others against the accused, so shall we
see prominent tariff statisticians and
authorities in opposition
camps next winter when congress re'
aumea consideration of tariff revision.
The nubile is not advised of the
sources of the Information Mr. Underwood and his friends accepted when
preparing their tariff bills. But they
had assistance, of course, and from
men whom they considered competent
work There ,8 probabiy not a
for
majority member of the ways and
me8 committee who. unassisted.
could have framed either the wool
farmers' free
Bchedule the
list bill, or the cotton schedule, which
the house passed. Tariff experts must
have been employed to supply tne ng
ures and put these measures Into
yet the president

in

his vetoes

picked those bills to pieces and con
demned them. He spoke with emphasis as to the farmers' free list bill, declaring that It had been so loosely
drawn It could not, if enacted into law,
be executed without heavy loss of revenue to the government and injury to
the very interests it proclaimed friendship for. Of the cotton bill and its
amendments he all but made sport
I
Ms ys the wor
represented not
only haste, but Ignorance, Hnd he was
8urprised that It has been accepted by
either house of congress,
Now he president, who is not a tar- Iff expert, saw all this with the as
slstance of exnerts. He leaned unon
others for details, and was satisfied
And
with the Information supplied.
.
oih auvisers were no more Known man
;
jjr t'njprw od's
put next winter the president's ad- visers will be known. He will base
recommendations
upon the in
khv
mi in uuaiu
uillnlivu
i
iuiicicu uj
a tr)Dnai created by congress and
composed of men of national reputa- ,,on- - ,r Mrand nis
underwood
AB
1f
fflAn
.
maiI
11 rauuo
i j u v. i. tkn
uu
i
I
1
L
uuui u a muin anil
nit; hnapil'a
the president' recommendations based
upon It upon whose expert advice will
they lean? Who are the men depend
ed upon to supply them with facts and
figures for combating those of the tar- iff board?
After all, the whole matter will be
with congress.
Experts may come,
and experts may go, but congress goes
his elbow.
on forever.
It is the body charged
If he has not knowledge time forbids his acquiring it during exami- under the constitution with levying
taxes, and the power Is the great
nation and also answering the question with satisfaction.
est It possesses.
It needs advice on
the subject, and has always obtained
it. but it never has Darted, and it nev- The reason that men of the
er should part, with any measuro of Its
Quick Walling ford order "get by" with responsibility to the people In assess
ing them for the support of the gov
their dubious schemes, is their ability to ernment.
.
keep their temper in (he face of great provocation. Host men, when denounced a
War Department Well Conducted.
thieves and bunco-steerer- s,
get into a rag:
Under Secretaries Dickinson and
and are ready to fight, but not so with th( Stlmson the War Department, during
the administration of President
disciples of the Wallingford school. They has been more efficient and at Taft,
the
will simply smile and gently assure the same time more economical than ever
man who is denouncing them that he is before In its history. In fact, this has
"""K
in the wrong and bless me if thev !tre,y been brouht, about
wholly
on economy
.
present
HATHAWAY
R.
W.
By
clont usually succeed in making him sorry and the efficient and hearty
tion of the various branches of the debe has uttered such injurious language.
'
T
1
T I
,
partment with the secretaries and
naa
an
since
oi long
i
experience with suggestions of the pr ident himself.
one of this type. I knew positively that he had done mc out of many dolProgress has been shown In the con
struction of sea coast defenses, in the
lars and I pitched into him with the most vigorous English at my
organisation of the land forces into
a mobile army in the preparations for
Had he resented my talk 1 guess there would have been trouble, war. In the improvements In clothing.
fight, tentage and equipment, in the treat
but he didn't, and at length I grew weary of conducting a one-sidWhen my verbal assault was over this Wallingford began to show me
the signal'
how entirely wrong I waa irom si an to nnisn ana one wouia nave tnougnt corpe, in the method of Instruction
for the organized militia. In the quar
I had been blackeninz the fair fame of an angel.
eat
had
me
made
me
he
an
till
he
stuck
b?.
What's more,
by
expensive
he
was
sure
was
I
morally
linner as his guest, although
paying for it methods adopted under this adminla- .ratlon.
en from me or some other innocent of mv kind.
mi. ..rtin
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POLICY

Democratic Incompetence, So Often
Proved in the Past, Is Again
n Evidence.
It is now plain that In one respect
the Democratic party has dangerous
It Is allowing itself to drift
ly erred.
back Into the old fruit of attacking
capital, or wealth, or success, simply
for the sake of the attack. The lead
ers, or some of them, In congress, are
still evidently of the opinion that such
onslaughts are popular and that mere
mouthings and scandal will suffice to
win votes. Could they count upon any
such result?
No student of political conditions
in the United States today will be
disposed of doubt that the old pas
time of "trust-busting- "
which has
so long served to help politicians
with a little evanescent popularity
or notoriety is out of date. Twen
ty years ago the discussion of the
trust question was largely negative,
and has continued so over much of
the intervening period. But of late
it has become apparent that something much more than a negative
program Is called for.
The
which
in
administration,
some instances has lent Itself too
readily to nuwarranted attacks upon legitimate business enterprises,
has felt the hollowness of the situaand
tion,
has
President
Taft
sought ever since taking office, to
find some
that
positive program
would answer the purpose. This was
seen In his federal incorporation plan,
and has appeared in not a few other
proposals, none of which, however,
has caiiKht the public mind.
New
York Journal of Commerce and Commercial Hulletln.
.
Revision Merely Postponed.
The president, it Is true, ha- - taken
a great responsibility, but he has done
It with his eyes open and without
counting the cost to his political fortunes. Few presidents have acted
with greater moral courage In any
emergency. , His contention Is simply
that the bills submitted to him were
makeshift measures based on imper
fect knowledge of the tariff, and that,
as such Immature and hasty legisla
tion unsettles business and serves no
good purpose, it would be better to
wait for the result of the labors of the
tariff board and revise the schedules
in a sober mood free from the temptation to "play politics." Revision is
postponed, not rejected or repudiated.
Congress can try again at the regular
session, and we venture to say that
It will Improve upor the bills the
president vetoed.
'We congratulate Mr. Taft upon not
losing his head.

suf-

' fered all the time.
The doctors 6aid I
could not get well
without an opera,
tion. for I could
hardlv stand the
pains in my sides,
especially my right
one. and down mr
T heran
Hirhf
D
" lev.
to feel better when I had taken only
one bottle of Compound, but kept on
as I was afraid to stop too soon." Mrs.
Sadie Mullen, 2728 2t. li. St, Elwood, Ind.
Whv frill WAmfn falrA rtiancA with
an operation or drag out a sickly,
existence, missing mreo- -l
ourths of the joy of livintf, when they
ran find health in Lvdi 11 Pinkham'S
Vegetable Compound?
For thirty years it has been the
standard remedy for female ills, and
ha mired thmivnnriii of women wha
have been troubled with such alU
manff aailiinlaMinoTiti
IUOUW
0 UiUl'IMVVU.l.U,W fnflammftniHi.
lilll. .v..
ulceration, fibroid tumors, irregularities, periodio pains, backache, indigesprostration.
tion, and nervousf.Um
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To train the reason rather tliau the
memory is the plan of Julian Chase Small- wood, who insists that during his education
the modern schoolboy is like a keg with a
funnel in its bunghole lo receive the
liquid poured into it. He is in a passively
receptive state, takinr no active part in the
that he supports the
proceedings except
,
lunnel. Jic is mane to remeuiDer tacts.
When he has passed his examination more
facts are noured in. lamely disnlacin? the
By JOHN A. HOWLAND
old facts.
Mr. Nnallwooil wishes the student to
think indeoendentlv and develon or crente
mm
i
:
t. .
-i
t;
I..!.:,
unuj uutiM pi.--. j
is nu.iv vi consiueiu- iiiuiis uit iiiciuui uJtcBiiiuiuii
nou oi jne auiiiiy to rea.ou, aim mere is u icuuency to ireat men s minus
as a machine for carving wood- treats the rough produce fed to it without
record in trrnin or texture.
.
i
oiuucuib iii evcrv course eiiuum ue cmssiti ucvuruiiig ito iluieir nullities
and the quality of their minds, and each class or squad taught separately,
There should never he required a demonstration of a theorem or
.
....
i
'
p
il
t 1.
i
repetition oi ten. dui uie process oi wioiigm oy wiiicn sucn oemonstra
be
is
exacted.
should
made
tion
rigidly
When a formula is to be deduced the student should never be require)
to repeat the deduction, but to give the profess involved.
The student should have free nse of text books in examination and
should be asked questions that appeal to his intelligence, not to his memory.
If he has no judgment he cannot answer with a cartload of books nl

d

Elwood, InA "Your remedies hT
cured mo and I have only taken tlx
bottles of Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegeta- VTlDia t'omnounu. x
'fJwm sick
threel.i
l
al - hiiuI iiuura
oiouiiia

all-rou-
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First Ed H Ion of Bible.
The first edition of the printed Bible
waa sold at 60 crowns per volume to
varloua universities and people of
wealth by Dr. John Faust in Parts.
The purchasers supposed the books
were copied by hand. The last of the
edition ho sold at 20 crowns. With
this publication originated the myth
of the "printer's devil." When the
people, amazed at the rapidity with
which the books were produced,
searched his office and found a great
quantity of red Ink which Faust was
using liberally, they concluded that
the devil was helping the publisher.
Hence the cry was raised: "The devil
and Dr. Faust"

WasCuredbyLydiaEPink-ham'sVegetableCompoiic-

tfce

...

MM
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E. Pinkham's Vege
that Lydia
tahl rtamnntmd trill heln TOO.
write to Mrs. Pinkham at Lynn,
fflMs..Kmior aance.
iour wiw
AtMnlutal'T confident!!.
win
and the advice free.

Qualified Prayer.
Marlon's mother was 111, and the
aunt who took her place at the head
of the household plied the children
with unaccustomed and sometimes disliked articles of diet. One day, after
being compelled to eat onions, Marlon

refused to say grace.
"Then you must sit at the table un
til you are ready to say It!" was the
aunt's stern Judgment An hour or
so later, when the brilliant sunshine
and impatient calls of her comrades
together comprised an irresistible appeal, Marlon capitulated thus:
"Oh, Lord, make me thankful for
having had to eat horrid old onions,
Rut I know

If you can do It.

you

can't"

LOT WAS IMPROVED.

S no
Fred

I love you

CJ)

a whole lot

Teas Frank told me yesterday that
he loved me a whole house and lot
How to Find Fault.
fault, when you must find
fault, In private; and some time
after the offense, rather than at the
time. The blamed are less Inclined
to resist when they are blamed withFind

out witnesses; both parties are

calm-

Not a Veto of Tariff Revision.
er and the accused party Is struck
The 'rst impression of the veto of with the forbearance of the accuser,
the wr jl bill was probably one of
who has seen the fault and watched
to the country. But if for a private and proper time for
Mr. 7aft is to further the cause of
mentioning It
scientific tariff adjustment and do
what he can to take the question out
Wifely Sarcasm.
of cheap politics, he must be prepared
"I hear they are wearing nothing
to suffer, at least temporarily, from but old clothes at
the disapointments he causes. The
That's the place for you to
criticisms of the wool bill apply with go, wife."
farmeven more force to the
"Yes. I can take seven trunks of
ers' free list, a tariff reform which re- old clothes. If old clothes are the
forms nothing and benefits no one. racket, I can make a splurge."
He Is to be commended for his bravWithin six
ery In the Instances.
months he will probably be commended by every citizen in the country for
awaiting the tariff commission's report and giving congress a chance to
of
serve its constituents honorably and
not
has
He
vetoed
tariff
efficiently.
He has vetoed
revision.
tariff making.
Plunkville-under-the-Pea-

k.

The Flavour

g

Good Work Done.
The veto of the statehood Joint reso
far
li.clon has led to the passage o'
better measure by congress. Th i veto
of th tariff reduction bi'is haj made
an issue which will be so acute during
the next session of congress that careful and fairly scientific revision of
Bome tariff schedules will become an
absolute necessity. Other subjects of
prime importance to the people of the
nation have been dealt with In a way
to bring permanent good. For example, the new corrupt practices act has
materially advanced the cause of honest government That the Canadian
reciprocity bill was put through congress by the force of popular opinion
instead of by an agreement of a house
leader, a senate leader and the president. Is a source of gratification.

Post
Toasties

Is so distinctly pleasing

that it has won the liking

of both young and old
who never before cared
much for cereal food of
any kind.
Served direct from the
and fresh,
package-cri- sp

an- d-

" The Memory Lingers
Poetum Cereal Company, Ltd.,
Battle Creek, Mich.

2
tYNOPIIt.
The story opene with a cream from
Dorothy Marcha In the opera boi of Mrs.
Mlssloner, a wealthy widow. It Is oc
casioned

when Mre. Mlaaloner'e neeklaee

breaks, scattering the diamond! ell over
the floor. Curtis Ortewold and Braxton
Bands, socto;y men In love with Mre. Mis-Sloner, gather up the gems. Qrlswold
steps on wnat is suposed to be the ceie- -

muu cnimw it. a Xlin- It was not the genuine. An
expert later pronounces all the stones
substitutes for the original. DeteeUves
m.m.iimimMwm

too declaree
........7

mna

wmin invraurai.

xney

"Too bad she ain't an actress
Joined Canon. '
The Chiefs beady eyes narrowed on
her aa If be would read her Innermost
thoughts.
"There's no use trying to lie to me.1
ne snarled. "I know who's lot the
diamond. The man who hired you to
steal them Is locked up now. He says
Qa didn't know Uejr wr
toln "
.
Tvno
mat 7 she interrupted,
Donnelly and Carson nudged each
other In bolstaroua giee.
"8n
anta to know who says It!
Pined tha former
"Ain't she the sllok one!" laughed

If you

decide that tha thaft nt h.
was accomplished by some one In the
house. Miss minor Holoomb. confidential
companion of Mrs. Mlsaloner. Is
peoted. One of the mlasing diamonds Is
round In her room. Mrs. Mlsaloner pro- his partner.
tests that Elinor Is Innocent, but she Is
The Chiefs face hardened until
taken to prison. Meantime, In an uptown mansion, twe Hindoos,- - who are la menace) seemed to lurk In every one
lines.
America to recover the Maharanee, dis of Its deep-cu- t
miss i Be arrest.
"Now, you know who says It," he

CHAPTER VI. Continued.

"Elinor Holcotdb!"

tenant

cried the lieu

Donnelly and Carson, eacn with aa
arm under her shoulder, propped her
inking form.

"lift your head," commanded the
Chief.
The order fell on deaf ears. She
seemed aa one In the last agony of a
mortal Illness.
"lift It for her," came In a voice
of mingled sternness and compassion.
Donnelly's hand flew to her chin.
tilting her face upward. For an in
stant she raised her heavy eyelids;
then recoiled aa from a blow. The
crowd of masked spectators floated
before her eyes like hideous specters
of a horrid dream. A low groan, like
the last lament of a tortured soul,
came from her lips. She seemed turn
ed Into a mass of Jelly,
"Take her away," commanded the
Chief, and the two detectives carried
her out of the room
"Accused of stealing the Mlssloner
diamonds," was the curt explanation
In a harsh mono
of her presence.
read
the various Head
Chief
the
tone,
quarters orders to the force, and then
the men not engaged on old work re
ceived their assignments of new
oases. As abruptly as he had entered,
the head of the Bureau left the room
and retired to his private offlce. Then
he summoned Donnelly and Carson,
"Takes It pretty bad, eh?" he asked,
"Like all the swell ones when
they're nabbed the first time," an
swered Carson.
"Had to call the doctor twice dur
ing the night, the matron tells me,'
Informed Donnelly.
"Did she make any statement on
the) way to Headquarters?" Inquired
the Chief.
"Nothing but hysterics," Carson an
swered.
"And she's In no condition to be
questioned now," added Donnelly,
"Anyone been inquiring for her?"
the Chief suddenly snapped.
"Yea." flashed back Donnelly. His
mm lit with a crafty glow. "Some
guy who says he's a doctor and en
y gaged to marry her has been hang
ing around here all morning. Wants
to know how he can get her out
Looks as If he might be mixed up In
It so I'm having him shadowed." "If
"Good!" commented the Chief.
any lawyer calls, tell him she's In no
condition to be seen. We aont warn
anyone to see her until we've ques

f

Informed her. '1 don't hare to men
tion any names. It's limply a Question
of you going, to Jail or of sending him
to Jail. I don't take any stock In what
he says. He can't toll me he didn't
know you stole the Jewels. I ain't
as easy as all that! Now, I'm giving
you a chance to make a full confession and save yourself. Will you confess r" His tone carried the weight
of a threat, but her unresponsive mind
was unable to grasp Its significance.
She stared blankly before her, as It
her eyea were chained to some distant

spot

'Will you confess?" the Chief repeat
ed with added menace.
As If roused from a long abstrac
tion, she gated appealing ly at her tor
mentor,
"I have nothing to confess," she
murmured weakly.
The Chief drew back in studied an
ger. His fist banged the desk as If
the blow was meant to convey a sud
den resolve.
"Very well!" he burst forth. "Oo
right ahead and be the goat if you
want to. Look here, little girl, I was
Just klddln' you when I said we had
the principal under arrest" be said
with a quick change of tactics. "You're
the only one that's locked up. I don't
believe there's anyone else mixed up
in the case at all. I believe you did
the Job alone. If there's anyone behind you, you'll have to show me,
There's only one thief Involved, and
that's you."
An expression, as of a hunted ani
mal, crept into her face. She turned
to the left and met the fixed stare of
Donnelly. Averting her head, her
eyea looked Into those of Carson. Dl
rectly In front, close to her face, the
cold gleam from the Chief's eyes fell
on her. So she turned around, only
to look Into an Impenetrable back
ground of gloom, sinister and depress
ing.
she
"I haven't done anything,"
pleaded. "I dpn't know who took Mrs.
As if cut by
Mlssloner's diamonds."
a sudden thought Miss Holcomb bent
forward In her seat "She can't be
lieve I did it?" she moaned.
"You bet your life ishe believes you
did It," the Chief announced. "And I
know you did It So what's the use of
denying It?"
"I do deny It I do deny it," she pro
tested. "How can they think me capable of It?"
The Chief opened a drawer of his
desk and brought forth the accusing
He held It close to her
diamond.
face, permitting the rays to distribute
themselves on her features.
tioned her."
fine stone!" he commented,
It waa late in the afternoon before A"Pretty of a shiner! Looked
good
peach
the
Into
escorted
was
Holoomb
Miss
to you. didn t it? Came so easy It
inquisitorial chamber. She had fallen was a shame to take it eh? Now how
Into a fitful slumber on the rude Iron did
it get mixed up with your trinkbed that projected from the wall of
her cell, when Donnelly and carson ets?"
"I don't know," she moaned.
opened the grated door and called hen
The Chief turned from her wearily.
out of her sleep. Sne gave a siaruea
"You take her in hand, Donnelly,"
gasp when she saw them, a convulsive
ahiuMar racked her frame. A suaaen he said.
The detective bent over the woman,
Influx of osinful memories overwhelm
his
face so close that she felt his
ed her with a pitiful sense of helplesswarm breath against her cheeks.
of
to
the
herself
ness as she dragged
"Don't try any nonsense down here,"
flce of the Chief.
he snarled. "We got the goods on
she
With a weak show pf courage,
you, and we am t going to stand any
eyed Manning resolutely, and then fooling. Now, where are those dia
to
close
chair
eank Into a soft leather
monds?"
his desk. Donnelly and Carson ocShe eyed him in mild protest.
elbow.
cupied seats at her
"I
don't know, sir," she murmured
"What did you do with those stones?" weekly.
Chief.
blurted the
Donnelly shoved his clenched fist
Her Hps framed a reply, but it died under
her chin. His face contorted

without utterance.

"Come, come!" he cried impatiently. "We don't want any acting here.
I know you're only a tool In thia matter. We've got the principal under
arrest and I'm giving you a chance to
save yourself. You turn State's evidence against him and I'll see that no
harm cornea to you. He's the fellow
we want to land. Now tell me just
what you did with the Jewels."
In the midst of this outburst, a door
,
opened silently and a
smooth-shaveman of middle age entered and seated himself in an obscure corner of the room. His form
seemed to merge into the shadow of
the walls as he dropped noiselessly
Into hla chair. Miss Holcomb did not
see him enter. Her Increasing terror
gave her a fictitious energy and she
lifted her head with a sharp Jerk.
"I didn't steal the jewels," she Bald.
"I had nothing to do with their disapsharp-featured-

n

pearance."

The mocking laughter of three deep
voices sounded In the room.
"Does it well!" chuckled Donnelly.

-

into an expression of tigerish ferocity;
he peered at her with an intensity
that chilled her blood.
"You're a liar," he snapped. "You
think you're a slick one, but you'll be
sorry you was ever born If you don't
cough up the goods. We know how to
handle customers like you down here.
We're used to 'em. We get 'em every
day. Now, Just save yourself u lot ot
trouble by telling the whereabouts of
the diamonds."
"They ain't going to do you any
good." interjected the Chief. "They
don't wear diamonds where you're going to. The less trouble you give us,
the less trouble we'll make for you.
And we can make more trouble for
you than you can make for us."
A look of such utter helplessness
overspread her face that even the detectives realized the utter futility of
their attack. She seemed as one under the influence of a torplfying drug.
Her capability for new feelings had
been crushed out of her by the crowded Incidents following her arrest All

The

Chief

Drew

Seek

In

Studied

Anger.

she felt was a dull pain of body and session of his soul. He became sub
mind.
merged in deep meditation, in which
"Don't sit there like a white mum he sought to arrange in consecutive
"Come, order the Information gathered by
my," burst forth Donnelly.
now," he added Impatiently, "don't Donnelly and Carson. The conviction
exhaust our patience; we haven't treat forced Itself' on his mind that Miss
ed you roughly, but ws know how to Holcomb's arrest was baaed on cir
cumstance from which more thi
bring 'you out of your silence."
one
Inference might be drawn. The
He seised her wrist, his clenched
hand squeeilng it until- she uttered a fact that she knew the combination ot
Mrs. Mlssloner's safe did not mean, of
sharp cry of pain.
"Are you going to answer my ques course, that she took the Jewels. On
the surface, It looked as If hers waa
tions?" he blurted.
the exclusive opportunity to possess
a
with
She sank back In the chair
herself of the gems, outside of Mrs,
despairing moan. Her heavy eyelids Mlssloner herself. But Brits felt that
dropped, a tremor contracted her the
depth of the case had not been
brow, then her head fell limply to one
Bounded; In fact that the surface had
side.
not even been penetrated.
"I guess we won't gain anything by
The only thread that connected
with
her
going any stronger
Miss Holcomb with the theft was the
Take her back!" commanded the diamond found in her room. But to
Chief.
Britz s experienced mind, this circumDonnelly and Carson shook her Into stance
pointed rather toward Innoconsciousness.
They steadied her as cence than
guilt. For, he argued, If
she dragged herself through the dark
had taken those jewels, she would
she
corridor and down two flights ot nar not have been so careless as to leave
row Iron stairs to her cell.
one of them In her boudoir. That diaWhen she was out of the room, the
mond, Britz was convinced, was
ob
silent visitor came out ot the
placed there intentionally and with
scurity of his corner and seated him- sinister purpose by a hand other than
in
Miss
Hol
self
the chair vacated by
Ml
Holcomb's.
,

to-da-

comb.

"What do you think of It, Britz ?"
asked Manning.
Detective-Lieutenan-

Driti

t

stared

hard, aa if trying to concentrate his
His keen face, screwed
thoughts.
Into an expression of uncertainty, contrasted sharply with the big heavy
features of his superior. Side by side,
the two men suggested the delicate
surgeon's probe and the heavy black
smith's sledge.
"It's a great mystery," Britz de
clared. "A great mystery," he repeated In a tone of deep conviction. "The
most puzzling case that has ever
come under my observation."
'Very well," the Chief drawled. "It's
Donnelly and Carson's case, but you
go out and solve It you go out and
get the goods."
CHAPTER

Vlt

Remanded to the Tombs.
Lieutenant Brits, seated at the flat
top desk of his office, peered steadily
at the ceiling, as If he expected to
find written there the solution of the
great mystery into which he had been
called. A worried expression was on
hla face, as If anxiety had taken pos

Britz rose from his seat, donned his
topcoat and hat, and made his way to
the tier of cells one of which held
Miss Holcomb. He encountered Donnelly and Carson on the way.
"What time are you going to arraign her?" he asked.
"Right now," Donnelly replied. "We
got the magistrate to bold court an
hour longer for us."
A turnkey swung open the iron door
of the cell. The detectives found Miss
Holcomb huddled In a corner, the
wan light of the corridor falling on
d
face.
her
"Don't take me back! They want
to harm me! I haven't done anything!" she cried, when she saw the
visitors.' Britz stepped forward with
an air of command and waved the
other detectives back. He scraped his
shoulders through the cell door and
sat on the rude cot facing the woman.
"Miss Holcomb," he said pleasantly,
"there will be no further inquisition
in the Chief's offlce, no more third-degre-e
methods will be applied to you.
It is necessary under the law to bring
you before a magistrate within twenty-four
hours after your arrest. Now,
brace yourself, please, for the ordeal.
tear-bathe-

are innocent, you have

abso-

lutely nothing to fear. You will have
an opportunity In court of consulting
with your friends and engaging a law
yer. Your inti rests will be protect
ed."
Instinctively, although in the gloom
of her surroundings she could make
out onjy a dim outline of bis face, she
felt a confidence In the detective that
f braced her like a tonic.
"I have a carriage waiting for you,
Miss Holcomb," Brits informed her,
"It will enable you to avoid the many
curious eyes in the street."
She murmured her thanks as she
stepped out of the cell and followed
Britz and his companions through a
maze of corridors to the street. They
were driven rapidly to the Jefferson
Market Court and ushered into the
private room of the magistrate. A
crowd of reporters was already on
hand for the hearing.
The curious
eyes aimed pitilessly at her Inspired
In her a terror that made her shrink
behind the broad shoulders .of Don
nelly. The magistrate motioned her to
a seat close to his desk, and said:
"Madam, It is your privilege to en
gage counsel. I would advise you to
do so at once, for anything you say
may be used against you."
"I have done nothing wrong," she
murmured.
"You had better get a lawyer," the
Magistrate urged.
As if In response to his advice, the
door opened abruptly and two men
entered. One was sharp-facegrayhaired, nervous, with the unmistak
able air of the lawyer. The other was
a young man, his face marked with
heavy lines of worry, aa if he also
had passed a sleepless night. At sight
of him, Miss Holcomb sprang forward
and threw herself in his arms.
"Oh, Lawrence!" she exclaimed.
"How I have missed you!"
"Don't worry," he soothed. "Everything will turn out all right. I have
engaged a lawyer for you. I believe
In you implicitly."
Donnelly and Carson asked for a
week In which to work up the case
against the prisoner.
"We are Informed that the stolen
jewels are worth close to half a million. There waa one big diamond in
the bunch that Is said to be worth a
quarter of a million alone. I think
she ought to be put under heavy
bonds."
"On what grounds do you base your
accusation of theft against this young
woman?" demanded the lawyer.
Donnelly displayed the diamond he
had found In her room.
"She waa the only one. outside ot
Mrs. Mlssloner, who knew the combination of the safe," he said. "We
found this diamond, which is one of
the original stones, In her room."
"Does Mrs. Mlssloner charge this
girl with the theft of the collarette?"
asked the lawyer.
The police make the accusation,"
Donnelly replied. "Mrs. Mlssloner is
too upset to appear in court
Following the usual course, the
magistrate adjourned the caae for a
week, and held Miss Holcomb In $60,- 000 ball. There being no bondsmen
present she was committed to the
'
Tombs.
May I speak with Miss Holcomb In
private a few moments?" asked the
young man Into whose arms she had
fallen.
Who are you?" gruffly demanded
Donnelly.
I'm Dr. Lawrence Fitch, the nance
of Miss Holcomb."
"You can see her In the Tombs,"
Donnelly retorted.
Lieutenant Britz did not accompany
Donnelly and Carson with their pris
oner to the jail. When the court bearing waa over, he returned to his offlce,
summoned two subordinate detectives,
and gave them hasty Instructions.
Then he sauntered slowly to the
Tombs.
As the barred steel door swung
open to admit Brits, Dr. Fitch crossed
."

the
courtyard that separates the women's wing of the prison
from that of the men.
"Was It Dr. Fitch who called to see
the prisoner In the Mlssloner diamond
robbery?" he asked the doorman.
"Yes," came the prompt response.
Brits waited In the shadow of the
massive gray front of the jail until
the young physician came out. He
observed the pallor of the doctor's
cheeks, his uncertain gait, as If the
turmoil of his mind had exhausted his
physical energy. The detective noted,
also, the clear-cu- t
straightforward
features of the physician, the resolute
aspect of his face, and the purposeful
gleam in his clear eyes.
"Just a moment, doctor," Britz said,
tapping Dr. Fitch on the shoulder.
"What can I do for you?" asked the
stone-flagge- d

effort must be made at the present
lime to clear her."
"What!" exclaimed Dr. Fitch. "Per-m- it
my fiancee to suffer the tortures
of this prison and live under the stigma of this terrible accusation?"
"It is necessary," assured Britz.
"The two detectives who arrested
her seem to be convinced of her
guilt" Fitch said angrily. "They Inflicted tortures on her that might
have crushed a stronger woman; she
told me as best she could what took
la Polios
place at the Inquisition

Headquarters."

"Very weU." said Brits, "I am
working Independently, regardless of
anything Donnelly and Carson, tho
two men who made the arrest
do. They blundered grievously whoa
they arrested the young woman. We
must overcome that blunder, but tho
time is not ripe for her release. It
she leaves the Tombs, It must be with
her name cleared of suspicion."
Dr. Fitch returned to the prison and
was permitted to see the prisoner In
the little reception room on the ground
floor of the women's wing. Her lawyer had left instructions that tho
physician be allowed to consult with
his fiancee at any time. On his first
visit, be had found her distraught
hardly able to tell a coherent story.
His call had a cheering effect on her,
however, and she entered the reception room with a firmer step.
"I hope you have brought good
news," she called.
"I have Just talked with Lieutenant
Britz, who Is In charge of your case,"
he replied. "He has assured me he
will do everything to prove your Innocence and find the real criminal,
but he wants you to remain here until
you can leave with your name entirely cleared."
"You believe me, dont you?" she
murmured.
"All those who know you must be
lieve In you," he answered. "The very
Innocence of your nature la sufficient
reply to the accusation against you."
As he hastened down the steps of
the prison, he again met Brits. The
two men walked to Broadway and up
that thoroughfare to Twenty-thir- d
Street When they parted, Brits knew
the life history of Miss Holcomb.
She had been born In good circum
stances, and waa a graduate of Smith
College. All her life, she had been
reared to the belief that her future
was well provided for. As the only
child of a Boston banker, she lived in
an environment of tranquil ease that
seemed her permanent heritage In
life. Her father and mother died
within a year of each other, during
the stress of a financial panic. When
the estate came to be settled, it was
found Insufficient to meet the out
standing obligations of the father.
Left penniless, amid the luxuries of
her birth, she found employment as
a governess, and two years before the
discovery of the substituted paste
Jewels, she was engaged by Mrs. Mls
sloner aa secretary.
Fitch met Miss Holcomb In Boston,
and their friendship was renewed in
New York. Their engagement was an
nounced only s month before her arrest. Britz, trying to square the circumstances surrounding her arrest
with the conclusion of guilt decided
that If she took the Jewels, it must
have been In a sudden temptation
born of the luxury of her past
But on more mature reflection, ho
concluded that her birth, her breeding,
all the training of her life placed her
above any such temptation; and when
he entered his home to study the case
In the quiet of his library, he was pos
sessed of the strong conviction that
Miss Holcomb was guiltless of tho
charge entered against her on the records of the Court.
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
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The Two Men Walked to Broadway.

ENGLISH NECKWEAR

Tie Has Been Rage for
Half Decade end Is Likely to
,
Continue.
j

Broad-Ende- d

For the last halt decade the
tie made from the piece has
been the rage in England, and haberdashers will not look at anything else.
Its vogue is likely to continue for
another year or two, particularly as
it is to the Interests ot both manufacturers and dealers to keep it going
as long as possible. This type of tie
has a maximum length In England ot
42 Inches, the
average for such
being 36 to SS inches.
A good grade of Irish poplin tubular tie retails at about 60 cenu, the
highest quality Irish poplin, however,
which comes In the piece, when made-up- .
retails at about 76 cents. Other
styles are priced at 60, 46 and 36
cents. nd ties of these classes are
to be found in the men's furnishings
doctor.
stores of any of the larger British
"I am Lieutenant Britz, of Head- cities. Wholesalers pay about tl-quarters," the detective explained. "I per dozen for ties that retail at 46
am In charge of the active work on cents each, and sell them to the deal
this case. I want your help. You can ers at 13.40 per doson, less two
be of great service to Miss Holcomb." and
per cent
"How?" quickly asked Dr. Fitch.
"By following my orders," flashed
Unpleasant Suggestion.
Brits.
"I've called my new song Tailing
"What are your orders?" asked tho Dow. "Then, my hoy, It win never
doctor.
ho popular. It Is too strongly sosv
"It la absolutely necessary that all gestlve of household bills and eosi
, , ' ."
suspicion bo directed toward her. No merclal notes." j
,

broad-ende- d

four-in-ha- nds

one-ha-
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Wind find Water Constitute Two

VMTSH

of Cheapest Sources.

Sirzfyt but It Paid

CMcaro, IH "I suffered from a fe
mate mrtaM and stomacii uoaois.
and I went to tns
ton to get bottle
. nns
or Ljai
ham's Vegetable
Compound, but the
clerk did not want
to let me bare it
be aald It was no
me
food and wanted
something
else, out Knowing
all about It I insisted and finally
tot It and I am m
glad x old, zor is nas cured eq.
"I know of so many cases where wo-'s
men hare been cured by Lydia .
Vegetable Compound that I can
ay to erery suffering woman if that
medicine does not help her. there is
nothing that wllL Mrs. Jaottzkl
SMS Arch St, Chicago, I1L
This Is the age of substitution, and
women who want a care should Insist
upon Lydift E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound just as this woman did. and
not accept something else on which the
druggist can make a little more profit.
Women who are passing through this
critical period or who are suffering
from any of those distressing ills peculiar to their sex should not lose sight
of the fact that for thirty years Lyoia
J5. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound,
which is made from roots and herbs,
has been fta standard remedy for female ills. In almost erery community
you will find women who hare been
restored to health by Lydla E. Pink
ham's Vegetable Compound.
Pink-ham-

NATURAL HISTORY.

The question of the most economical power is of course a very important one in connection with the matter
Of installing a pumping plant Wind
and water constitute two of the cheapest sources of power. The use of the
first of these does not appear to have
been productive of very successful
results, although the government
spent thousands or dollars exploiting
the bug without avail, says the Denver Field and Farm. The greatest
wind movement during the year Is In
the spring season, when, as a rule,
water from wells Is least needed. In
those places relying upon river water this source seldom runs short until the spring season is passed and
In these localities pumping for irrigation is not likely to be resorted to
at that time.
During the summer months when
the greatest need for water for Irrigation purposes exists, there is much
less wind movement than earlier in
the year and it frequently happens
(hat when the water is most needed
there is the least amount of wind.
The use of storage reservoirs to make
more available the water pumped by
wind power is open to the criticism
of expense for the Installation of such
reservoirs, together with the high loss
through evaporation If the reservoirs
are open. Water as a source of power Is available in comparatively few
parts of our region. The question of
developing of power from our water
courses and transmitting It by electricity to the locality where, it is
most needed has received some attention and may be of some use In connection with pumping plants for Irrigation purposes but the policy of the
federal government is dead set against
this plan.
Among the remaining sources of
power Are steam, oil, Including gasoline, kerosene and crude oil, and horse
power. The' question of which is the
most economical fuel must depend
largely upon the conditions existing
In each locality. In many plat es wood
and coai may be procured at relatively bo low a cost tbat steam becomes
by far the cheapest available power.
It should be borne in mind in this connection tbat under average conditions
a steam engine requires skilled labor
to operate it, but on the other hand
is considered one of the most reliable
means of power and the least subject
to breakdowns of getting out of
.

"Dot giraffes catch cold when they order.
wet their feet, paper
On the other hand the majority of
"Of course, my son but not until oil engines are operated by common
the next month!" Heltere Welt
and not skilled labor. Crude oil as a
means of power Is being successfully
Secretive Family Bible.
used in various parts of the country.
but
a
venturesome
was
lad,
Tommy
A
power crude oil engine renobody had ever credited him with cently installed Is
giving entirely sucsufficient courage to shake his head in
cessful results. An Important conschool
contradiction when the Sunday
sideration In the use of crude oil Is
visitor, who wished to show off his the tendency that appears to exist of
knowledge of Biblical history, asserted increased price of the oil. Gasoline
that Sarah, Abraham's wife, was the is the most
adequate power just now
only woman whose age was recorded and thousands
ot automatic engines
In the Bible. Seeing the disapproving
are going in all over the country.
front
head
in
the
little
motion of the

row, the visitor reiterated: "Sarah
was the only woman whose age Is recorded in the Bible." Then Tommy
spoke right up: "There are three
more that I know of," said he. "Who?"
asked the astonished visitor. "Mother,
grandmother and Aunt Lucy," said
Tommy.
Not All

8mokd.

L White Busbey, secretary to
Speaker Cannon, was explaining
that the speaker did not smoke so
much as people thought he did.
"My understanding," suggested one
of the party, "is that he gets away
with about 20 cigars a day."
"Oh, well," said Busbey. "but he
eats half of 'em." Sunday Magaiine.
for-me- r

Cut Out Crossed Branches.
Is no better time to remove
crossed branches than the summer,
when the twigs are In foliage, and
fruit and the branches touch if they
ever will. The orchard should be gone
over thoroughly during the summer,
and whenever two branches
are
found rubbing against each other one
should be removed.
The constant chafing of the bark at
the point of contact not only makes
an unsightly scar, but affords an op
portunity for bacterial diseases to
gain a foothold. The best time to di
rect branches so that they will not
cross Is when the tree Is young. The
proper shaping of the tree contemplates the prevention of crossed

There

An experienced pruner notes the direction of growing branches and
,
prunes accordingly.

Easy
Breakfast!

Filet Spread Plant Disease.
The ways of the house fly as a disease disseminator has been thoroughly aired through the press, but that it
Is also scattering broadcast all sorts
of fungus spores comes as shock No.
1. Among the scourges thus scattered
scientists have enumerated: Pear rot,
brown rot of peach, black rot of the
tomato, leaf curl, grapevine mildew,
ru8t on grains and the fungus growths
which have In recent years proved
so destructive to sugar cane. Clearly,
the disease carriers of the air are a
gigantic curse from the financial point
of view as well as from a sanitary
one. The remedy is cleanliness a
removal of all filth. Keep the manure
spreader going.

A bowl of crisp

Post
Toasties
and cream

the thing's donel

New Wheat for Chickens.
As soon as wheat Is harvested bring
a few bundles to the chickens dally.
They will enjoy scratching out the
grain, and It Is the best feed tbey cu n
have. Wheat, oats, corn and buckwheat are all good grains for poultry,
their comparative food value being
In the order given. Rye Is of very little value as a grain feed lor poultry,
but green rye for tall, winter and early
ipring picking Is excellent.

Appetizing
Nourishing
Convenient
Ready to serve right

out of the pacKage.
"Ifca Hecsry
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After Haying.
Many farmers turn the cattle Into
the meadow after haying, but the
sows damage the field more than the
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Onions will do well on almost any
rich soil, but the largest crops can bt
raised on soli that Is naturally moist
or soil that can be easily Irrigated
Onions wil. do very well when grown
upon the same land year after year,
especially If the land Is manured ev
ery year or so. Only finely rotted n
nure should be applied and It should
be placed upon the land the previous
fall and plowed under. Before apply
Ing the manure the ground should be
cleared of all rubbish. Fresh manure
applied in the spring has a tendency
to cause the bulbs to become seal
llous and become soft and for this
reason this practice should be avoided.
If the ground has not been plowed
in the fall It should be plowed as
early In the spring as possible. The
soil should be made fine and level
sown In perfectly
and the seed
rows
fifteen Inches
about
straight
apart Tbey should be covered about
Inch deep.
Cultivation should be commenced as
soon as the rows can be plainly seen
and when the plants are about u..
or three inches high they should
thinned out to about four Inches be
tween each plant. Onions are easily
cultivated by a wheel hoe or by any
garden cultivator. The soil should be
cultivated very frequently In order
that the weeds may be kept down,
and If any weeds appear among the
plants they should be pulled by hand
Onion roots should not be disturbed
nor should the bulbs be cut, for this
will cause a decrease In the yield. It
a crop Is wanted for very early use it
Is advisable to use the sets Instead of
the seed.
Rich, fertile soil promotes the rapid
growth of onions and If quick crops
are wanted we should be careful to
note that our soil contains the essen
When the
tial fertility elements.
bulbs are of fairly good size, the tops
should be broken off as this will en
courage the forming of solid, well ripened bulbs. After the tops begin ,to
turn yellow the crop Is ready for har
vesting. The bulbs should be pulled
and placed in small boxes and stored
in a cool dry place.

In Brooklyn
Orasnwood Cemetery
Contains tome Strange and Vsrv
Unique Monuments.

There are fashions
In torn but oneH as well as In everything
else and some of the strangest and
most unique monuments ran be found
In the famous Greenwood
cemetery
Brooklyn. One of the best known of
these Is the one erected to "Billy
West
There are many who remember
-Billy" West of Primrose ft West
fame. As a chaser of frowns and
sighs he rivaled Lew Dockstader, liter
ally provoking the pessimist to forget
his woes end smile with bin. That is
Brooklyn,

N. Y.

Checkrelns are injurious unless left
slack.
The driver should be the horse's
best friend.
Your horse needs water
oftener
than you.
Fasten gunny-sacscreens over the
stable windows.
As the pastures shorten, lengthen
out the evening ration.
There isn't a thing wrong with
some horses except their owners.
One of the best fodders for sheep
is clover, and any variety will do.
Jerking the bit and yelling confuse
a horse and advertise a blockhead.
Corn and oats and timothy hay
should be the base of all horse feed
Some horses require more corn than
others to keep them In suitable con
dltlon.
It Is useless to expect sheep to
thrive either with wet feet or damp,
soggy fleeces.
Have the stock in the back pasture
windplenty of water?
mills are not always reliable.
In training colts there Is no surer
way of dulling what speed they have
than simply jogging them day after
day.
Spraying and dipping young pigs
freely to keep them free from parasites and skin disease Is a good
thing.
For a herd of 25 cows, a round silo
15 feet Inside diameter and 30 feet
high, would be about right, or it may
be 12 by 40.
Weed out the ewes you will not winter, fat them and turn them off. Grass
and bran,
up to their knees, corn-mewill do it best
With cheap corn and other grains
any man who could buy a few pigs
and finish them for market could
make a little profit
The in and out sheep man Is always
worrying over the future. The man
who stays by his flock Is bound to
win out In the long run.
Fattening animals should be ted on
a variety of food, for If kept on one
kind of diet they will lose appetite
and not do so well.
Young pigs are often stunted In
t,beir early growth because they cannot hold their own against the largest
ones with which tbey run.
Animals always know when tbey
are well treated, but not always why
'
they are whipped, and punishment
them.
to
then is a detriment
When one Is think of starting with
a new breed of stock It will generally
pay him to visit some farmers who
have bad experience with this breed.
if the sheep pasture gets short this
fall, todder of some kind should be
supplied to offset It or else the sheep
want to be turned Into a better pasture.
When a pig is found to be droopy or
falling behind the rest or the herd. It
should be taken out P"t In an Incisure by Itself ana given special
care.
No matter how much good pasture
there may be In a cockle burr patch,
sheep should never be turned Into It
for wool filled with burrs Is no good
on any market.
In testing out the horse for lameUn
ness, let no excitement prevail.
der such excitement the horse forgets
his lamness or soreness for the time
being,, and you do not tote the
trouble.
k
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Do its Duty
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right the stomach and bowels are right SOlllP'hillK "f m fk"."
said nobby,
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"That's
LIVER PILLS
while his plrturo was bHiig tooknned."
rentlybut firmly
pel a lazy I
Pining.
do Its duty.
Cures C
Ho I so from Ihtp to Norway
itipatioB,
through iho pine forests.
She How splendid; I love pineapdigest!.
Sick
v
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mA DiatMaa After La ting.
More Work.
SMALL PILL, SMALL DOSE, SMALL PUCE,
"I wish these people had more com.
Genuine must bear Signature
pany," complained the housemaid.
"Why?" asked the cook.
"When nobody sits in the chairs, I
have to dust them off myself."
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A Beach Tragedy.
"We have missed the train. We
shall have to stay over a day."
had eighteen
I only
"Horrors!
gowns, and we have been here eighteen days. Now I shall have to wear
some dress twice."

HMUM
CIS AT

Do You Know?

Friday night, if Saturday were
longer, would it be Sunday?
If a century plant flower lives a day,
how long does an olive?
TU thriftv on little thinn like bluing. Don''
Aik for Red
If Farmer Jones took a gate, do
accept water for bluing.
iroM Hag Blue, tne extra gooa vaiue oiue, you think Farmer Smith would take
offense?
If a man owes a lot to his wife It's
If lead Is heavy, Is electric light?
collector.
because she Is a poor
If it takes two hours to chop a
how long does It take
POST CARDS FIEE cord of wood,
On

Some men never reach the top be
cause the elevator Isn't running.

one-fourt- h

LIVE STOCK NOTES.

Ths Gsnu'ns Artiste.
"I dfiri't kt.nw sinut thu picture,
hf MS
lloliliy," ill Mi vlmtor,

Malic the Liver
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MANY OLD TOMBSTONES
REQUIRE HOIST SOIL HAS

Crop Will Do Well en Almost
Land, but Irrigation Is
Flow In Fall.
(By H.

Question ef Most Economical Fuel
Must Depend Largely Upon Conditions Existing In Each
Locality.

Ttb VcKSit Hed to Inxbl

ONIONS

BEAUTIFUL
Bead te Map for fl
seaiplae ot
Gold mbossed Birthday, riower

very ebolo-and Motto
Pot Cards: beautiful colon and lorallest deslgna.
Kansas
7U
Jackson
Tupaxa,
Card
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Club,

"Father" Chadwlck'a

Tombstone.

why his friends have perpetuated his
memory by a unique mausoleum.
Paatersby are sure to be attracted
by the pretentious monument, and
a
those who
see
pause will
all
number
of curious
symbols,
of which have reference to some
Over
phase In the minstrel's life.
the granite entrance Is Inscribed
the name which tells whose body
lies therein.
The monument itself Is surmounted by a life-lik- e
bust
of the minstrel. All the carvings are
symobllc of the muse he Berved the
Goddess of Music herself. There are
the bones and castanets and banjo;
there Is the mask of mirth; there Is
the seat of minstrelsy empty, to be
sure, for "Billy" West Is no more.
Within this inclosure. too, are the
signs of several fraternal orders to
which the minstrel belonged.
In striking contrast to the simplicity
which characterizes another section
of Greenwood is a pretentious marble
slab surmounted by a huge baseball.
Two bronze bats crossed over a baseball glove on one side of the monu-

to sawdust?
If a dog barks at the moon, at what
will a tree bark?
If It takes an hour to fill a turkey,
how long will It take to Philadelphia?
Atlanta Constitution.

Didn't Break It Around Her.
Ella Our friend, the pitcher, has
"class arm."
Simple.
Stella I didn't notice It when he
"And what do you sailors do when
called on me last evening.
you get homesick?"
"We goes to sea again, mam."
Unfortunate Man.
One Explanation.
A tourist in the mountains of Ten
"Say, Pa, what does it mean when
nessee once had dinner with a queru
says the Supreme Court dissolved
lous old mountaineer who yarned It
a trust?"
a
at
IS
minutes
for
about hard times
"Well, my son, you see, hum ha
stretch. "Why, man," said the tour that's a sort of solution of the trust
ist, "you ought to be able to make question."
lots of money shipping green corn to
"Does it fix It so there Isn t any
the northern market." "Yes, I orter," trust any more, Pa?"
was the sullen reply. "You have the
"Well, my son, when you dissolve
land, I suppose, and can get the a lump of sugar in water the sugar
seed." "Yes, I guess so." "They why Is still there, but you can't see It."
don't you go Into the speculation?' HOMESEEKERS
EXCURSION
"No use, stranger," sadly replied the
RATES TO TEXAS AND NEW
too
is
woman
old
"the
lazy
cracker;
MEXICO POINTS DURto do the plowin' and plan tin."
ING 1911.
On the first and third Tuesdays of
His Christmas Check.
each month during the entire year
and Southern RailAI Ryan, the hospitable flint glass The Colorado
worker of Lockport, N. Y., and former way will sell round trip homeseekers'
to a great many
ly organizer of the Socialist local at excursion tickets
New Mexico and Texas at
that place, was being congratulated points inreduced
rates. Final limit
greatly
by the boys at the glass factory.
5 days allowing
r
liberal
"Yes," said Al, "my uncle out In privileges.
For detailed information,
Tiffin is mighty good to me. The day rates, etc., can or yoar nearest Colo
before Christmas he sent me a check rado and Southern agent or address T.
for $100 just as a little Christmas E. Fisher, General Passenger Agent,
stop-ove-

ment tell their story.
Evidently
friends who erected the monument
realized that no other eulogy or epitaph was needed, and the small bronze
nameplate facing the low mound bears gift."
After the usual congratulatory com
the simple inscription: "In Memorlam.
ments
had been duly made all around,
Baseball.
of
Father
Chadwlck,
Henry
Born October, 1824. Died April 20, Al added:
"Yes, he certainly Is a fine old fel
1906." This bronze tablet is in the
low.
In the postscript of his letter
shape of a baseball diamond. In the
center of the inscription Is a quill and containing the check, he said:
"
'Dear Al, if you manage to get this
fountain pen, in memory of his being
check
cashed, please send me $4.
sporting editor of the Brooklyn Daily
Eagle from the early days of the quill need a pair of shoes.'" The Comln j
until the advent of the fountain pen Nation.
His signature, "Old Chalk," was much
beloved by baseball enthusiasts, who
SILENCE IS GOLDEN.
watched dally for more than a quarter
of a century for his reports. The mar
ble sphere surmounting the monument
signifies more than a prosaic baseball;
It Is a sphere of the globe symbolizing
the world In which once lived and
moved the "Father of Baseball."

Denver, Colo.

HOWARD E. BURTON, ASSAYER & CHEMIST

LCAUVILLE. COI.OK.UK.

Specimen urieM: (jol-l-6i--. ; lilvr. lead. II: mM.
tine or codpt. Il
75c; koM,
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anvefi.paa nnd full price Hit
ant on
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NO LIMIT

Te Numbar ef Kntrias for Baeh Parson
in thla Prite Contoat.

$50 For the Beit Trademark
For the Best Motto
$25
each clasn will be selected which
Entry
In

best

CHALLENGES ALL MARKSMEN

Tigor-ou-

i,

western compauy. which writes a liberal
lite Insurance policy, enmaininf accident and
health feature, and which Invests its funds
TO HELP THE WEST.
Contest closes Sept. SO.
O. M. REICH, Boulder, Cola., Can. A(t.
Continental Life Insurance & In-

Aged Rifleman Who Will 8 hoot With
Any Man Within Ten Years

of His Age.
Denver, Colo. John P. Lower, aged
and known to all Colorado pio
neers, celebrated the sixty-firs- t
anni
versary of his apprenticeship in th
This photo
gun business recently.
was takn on his fiftieth birthday
when he put fifty consecutive shots

adertliei tbl utrunf. (rowing,

vestment Company

wwjjyfe:

McCeraick Sleek, Salt Lake City

78,

Mrs. Roley Poor dear, he hasn't
said a word for three weeks.
Dr. Bull-FroWell, you don't want
him to croak, do you? Exchange.
g
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POOD AGAIN
A Mighty

Important Subject to

Every-One-.

Boston lady talks entertainingly
of fcod and the changes that can be
made In health by some knowledge on
that line. She says:
"An Injury to my spine in early womanhood left me subject to severe sick
headaches which would last three or
four days at a time, and a violent
course of drugging brought on constipation with all the ills that follow.
"My appetite was always light and
uncertain and many kinds of food distressed me.
"I began to eat Grape-Nutfood two
An Expert Marksman.
or three years ago, because I liked the
into a twenty-threInch space at 200 taste of It, and I kept on because I
soon found It was doing me good.
yards in twenty minutes.
"I eat it regularly at breakfast, fre
'My hand is still steady." he said
the other day. "and I will challenge quently at luncheon, and again before
iny man within ten years of my see. going to bed and have no trouble In
to shoot with me. I have a score of 'sleeping on It.' It has relteved my conmedals, but I want some more."
stipation, my headaches have practically ceased, and I am in better physical condition at the age of 63 than I
Mule's Greed Cost Its Life.
was at 40.
Pa.
York,
The rreed of a mule
"I give Grape-Nutcredit for restor- owned by Leo Hollinger, chief of the
Dallastown fire department, brought Ing my health, If not saving my life,
the animal to an untimely end. Hol and you can make no claim for It too
for me to endorse." Name
linger found It hanging over the par strong
Postum Co., Battle Creek
given
by
ution separating Its stall from the
main barn floor, strangled to death by Mich.
Read the little book. "The Road to
Its hitching strap. The sight of an
In pkgs. "There's a reason."
Wellvllle,"
open feed bin close by Is believed to
A
the abov
have tempted the mule to lean over aEver read from
tlaa to
appeara
They
r scraalaa, trma, aadl failMm.
the partition.
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COLORADO SCHOOL LANDS AT
I'lHLIC AftTIOX.
Colorado's Stat Land Hoard will sell
8.000 acres of excellent Irrigated fruit
and farm lands In Montezuma Valley.
October
1911, at Cortes, Colo
rado. Payments will be distributed
over fourteen
rare rnr tne rouna trip
a rate or oneyears.
win be in effect from all stations in
Colorado, via
The Denver at Rio Grande Railroad.
Tickets on sale September 30th. Oc
tober 1st, 2d and 3d from all main line
PQints Denver to Grand Junction, Inc.
roffi "all 6"ther points October 1st.
2nd; Td nnd 4th. Final return limit
October 20th.
For full particulars, apply to NEAR- F8T RIO GRANDE AGENT or
Frank A. Wadlelnh, General Passengsr
Agent, Denver, uoio.
LOW COLONIST RATES
via
THD DENVER
RIO GRANDE
RAILROAD
"The Scenic I.lne of the World."
15th, 1S11,
September 13th to October
ncl ual ve .ajlM.OO
From Denver. Colorado SDrlnsrs. Pu
eblo, Carton City, Leadville, Glenwood
Delta, Grand junction, Gunnisprings,
son. Montrose and all
Intermediate
points. Reduced rates are also author- zed from other points In Colorado ana
New Mexico to San Francisco. Lot An
geles, Sacramento, San Diego, Bakers-fielFresno, San Jose, Santa Parbara,
Heading. Aiarysvnie and an points on
main line of Western Pacific, Southern
Paciric and San Pedro Rys., ana 10
Portland, Ore., Tacoma, Seattle, Wash.,
Vancouver. Victoria. B. C. and other
points in same territory.
Stopovers of five daya will bo allowed on the D. A R. O. R. R. at and
west of Canon City and at Elko. Reno,
Las Vegas, Lovelock, Shafter, Wlnne- mucca, nev., and an points in California, at all points on the Great
Northern and Northern Paclfio at and
west of Billings, at all points on the
i. b. u ana o. w. r. & in., rorawio
nd west, and at all points on South- rn Pacific between Portland. Ore., and
6th-12t-

h,
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Weed, Cai.
Dal y lines

of Pullman Tourist
Sleeping Cars will leave Denver via
Denver
Rio Grande, running through
to San Francisco and Los
Angeles without change.
Electric lighted
Tourist Sleeping
to San Franclaeo via Salt Lake
Sara and
Western Pacific Railway.
upen-io- p
unservation cars througn
the canons: eeats free.
For Information rearardlnar train ser
vice, reaervatlona, etc.. call on local
Rio Grande Agent or address Frank A.
Wadlelgh, General Passenger Agent,
Denver, Colo.
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Tna Old Lev Possible.
gar-leMrs. Clarence II. Ilsckay, at
party at llainystead, pralxed the
girl.
"How mueh nobler," she said, "to
!
work than to marry for money.
mow a pretty girl who gave up a good
position to marry a man of sixty-eight- .
"'1 rm marrying for love,' she told
ier chum. ,
'"And the, old fellow,' said the
:hum, disgustedly, 'Is worth $7,000,-100- !'

n

"'Yes.' was

HEKP raising li one of toe cblef activities of the American rural domain, and it la one that hai shown a
constantly expanding; scope year after year, seemingly without much
regard to the good years and bad
which are so visibly reflected In
many of the other occupations of the
farming community. It Is interesting to note that sheep are associated
with man in the earliest records of
the human race. They were first
used only for milk, and later the skins were used
for clothing. Up to about a century and a halt ago
wool was the primary consideration in sheep raising, but about the time mentioned an Englishman
began the first systematic and intelligent Improvement of mutton sheep and it is a question whether
thla is not now the most Important branch of the
Industry both at home and abroad.
The mutton sheep was rather slow In invading
America. The
Merino (which came
originally from Spain) was monarch of all he sur--
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The Pure Food Law stopped the aale
of hundreds of frauflulant medicine. They
rotild not. atand investigation.
Hamlin
Wizard Oil ha stood the test of investigation for nearly sixty years.

:"11

Drcom Gcrn

The more a woman runs after a
with n. Wa want Broom Cora.
man the easier it is for her not to Correapond
Authorized. Belling A genu for The America
catch him.
Society of Equity on thla market.

m

COYNE BROTHERS

Jfr.

Wtnslow' Soothing Byrnp for Children
teething, soften the guma, reduce Inflammar
Uoa, allay pain, curt wind colic, 28c a bottle.
A wise youth never expresses
love for an heiress C. O. D.
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With mutton as the primary
consideration, however, sheep raising
will return a satisfactory profit year
after year without
very much regard to
the price of wool.
In later years the
western territory
known as the range
became the great
breeding ground for
sheep, and as far
back as a dozen
years ago this local-

veyed on this side of the Atlantic for many years
and many a farmer paid almost fabulous prices
for sheep having no adaptation to anything except
wool production. Perhaps this state of affairs was
due to the impression that so long held sway that
a nation
the American people were
of pork eaters and had little appreciation for good
mutton. Whatever Justification there may have
been for this in the past it certainly ceased years
ago. A depression in the price of wool some
score of years ago was very influential In
bringing about a change of conditions, and
once started the new movement In behalf
of mutton sheep swept all before It Indeed, In some years a single market, such as
Chicago, has shown a gain of fully a million sheep
over the twelve months preceding. Canada
sends great numbers of mutton sheep to this
country as well as considerable quantities of wool.
The experience of later years has proven that
the rich lands and abundant feeds of the United
States are well suited to the economical production of superior mutton and the furthermore mutton sheep if properly selected can grow a large
part If not all of the wool demanded for American manufacturing.
Experts declare that there is
no greater error than the impression on the part
of many people that sheep are suited only to Inferior land. To be sure, sheep, unlike some other
animals, can get along on scanty vegetation, and
semi-ariconsequently , will grase profitably on
an esrender
hand
other
on
the
they
but
land,
of
ration
a
liberal
for
good
return
pecially large
foods. As showing how much more appreciation
of this fact there Is In other countries than in the
United States it may be cited that recent statistics showed that there were not to exceed 25
sheep per thousand acres of land in our leadingd
agricultural states, whereas In England the
agricultural lands sustain an average of
680 sheep per thousand acres, and In Scotland
there may be found as high as 1.380 sheep re
thousand acres.
The champions of scientific agriculture In the
United States are Just now striving earnestly to
would
impress our farmers with the feet that it
be better to convert their surplus grain products
Into meats, such as mutton (at least to the extent
of supplying home demands) than to export the
corn and other grains as such. For example. It is
claimed that to raise $1,000 worth of corn takes
from the soil producing the crop about 1300 worth
d

high-price-

ity produced about
one-hal- f
of the total
number of sheep in
the United States. As our readers know the
crowding of the cattle out of many section of the
range by the sheep has been attended by much
bitterness and controversy. There are three prln-cipspecies of range sheep. The old Mexico
sheep are the direct descendants of the original
Spanish Merinos, brought over two hundred years
ago by the Spaniards in Old Mexico. They have
long legs; a long, thin body, and the wool is line
and thin. They are hardy, excellent travelers and
will keep In good condition on the poorest and
driest of ranges. Often they outsell all other
sheep, for the meat has an excellent flavor and
the hide is thin, firm and soft. These original
Mexican sheep have been largely graded with Merino rams .in New Mexico and southern Colorado.
The New Mexico sheep, as they are denominated,
are small-bodie- d
sheep, and although they never
grow very large they get very fat. They bring
good prices, for the same reasons that obtain in
the case of the Mexican sheep above mentioned.
Merinos are also to be found on the range In great
numbers, many of them having been bred from
Merinos brought from the east The lambs are
short-leggeand not as good travelers as the
southern sheep, but they need not be, for Wyoming, Idaho, etc., have, on the average, better
ranges than are to be found In New Mexico, and it
is in these northern states that the Merinos bold
sway.
Almost all range sheep are affected with scab,
though It Is frequently so held In check as to be
it 1b the general
scarcely noticeable. As
practice to "dip" all range sheep, and this operation, as carried on extensively on a large sheep
ranch is decidedly picturesque. Oftentimes It Is
deemed necessary to give the same sheep several
dippings at intervals of ten days, and occasionally this dipping is done In sera weather. Oh the
large ranches there are specially constructed dipping vats with runways for the sheep as they approach and leave the vats, etc. Various Ingredients are used in the preparation of the dips,
among the most popular being lime, sulphur and
tobacco.
As Is well known, the American market has become the most discriminating in the world on
beef products and is rapidly coming to demand
a corresponding superiority In mutton. Consequently farmers and ranchers realize the necessity of selecting the best sheep. The value of improved blood in sheep has come to be realized.
d
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W. L. DOUGLAS
of fertility, but the
same amount of corn
converted into mutton is claimed not
to take from the
land more than fSO
worth of fertility,
whereas If sold In
the form of wool It
will not take from
the land more than
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$2 or $3
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mutton production has always been
the scarcity of stock sheep, particularly sires,
having sufficient merit to fill the standard of ex
cellence. The ideal sire, It may be added, should
be Impressive, resolute and of noble bearing
distinctly the" head of the flock In every sense of
the word. This requires, of course, good constl
tutlonal and vital powers.
It has likewise come to be regarded as essen
tial, as above pointed out, that a mutton sheep
should have a good fleece as well as a good
carcass. This combination has been proven both
practical and profitable, and It is no longer regarded necessary to grow one sheep for a fleece,
another for a carcass and another for a lamb. An
A difficulty In

flockmaster combines them
Intelligent,
all in one class. Some of the best mutton sheep
are producing as profitable fleeces as those kept
exclusively for wool and their lambs are decidedly
superior. As is well known, one of the first essentials in a good fleece is compactness or density, this quality not only Insuring a better yield
of wool, but also affording
better protection
against storm. This Indicates a hardier animal
and one better able to withstand exposure. It Is
desirable to have a close, even, dense fleece, with
no breaks, cover all parts of the body, including
the head, limbs and under parts, and the tendency
In latter day breeding is toward carrying the
fleece more completely over the head, face, limbs
and under parts.
The
sheep raiser is also coming to
guard against neglect or undue exposure of his
flock, periods of sickness, or Indeed anything that
will impair the vitality of the animals, for it has
coine to be pretty well understood that Buch Influences diminish both the length and strength of
fiber and fineness, whereas, length and
strength
of fiber are essential qualities in a good fleece.
Well-fei- J
sheep always produce the best wool and
the greatest quantity of it, and expert opinion is
to the effect that a fleece almost invariably begins
to decline in value after a sheep has passed the
age of four years. The best grade of wool is
invariably found on the rear part of the shoulder,
and wrinkles or folds of the skin about the neck
or other parts of the body are detrimental, Inasmuch as the wool that grows within these folds
Is unlike other parts of the fleece and there Is a
consequent lack of uniformity.
The proper feeding of sheep is one of the chief
responsibilities connected with the industry. In
some localities the
"
is extensively
employed, but in other localities it is not in much
favor. Properly cured alfalfa has come up wonderfully in popularity as a food for sheep and
many sheep feeders have purchased extensive
areas of alfalfa for use In this connection. Many
of the large feeders in such states as Nebraska,
Colorado and Minnesota have no shelter for their
flocks, but It Is generally conceded now that properly constructed sheds are an advantage, although, of course, Involving considerable outlay In
the case of large feeding yards. Some of the
most progressive sheep men now recommend
feeding three times a day, although others still
cling to the old Idea that It Is not necessary to
feed more than twice a day. Along with all these
other requisites for success in sheep raising there
is the necessity for the good shepherd of Judgment and experience. Even on the range where
sheep are supposed to be able to shift for themselves there Is a tendency to employ a better
class of men as sheep herders.
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The workmanship which has madeW. L
Douglas shoes famous the world over
maintained m every pas.
If I could take you into my large factories
at Brockton, Mass and show you how
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a fake."'
"That ain't a propeller," Bald Bobby. "Thafa
his tail. He kept waggin it while his
picture was
being tookened." Harper's Weekly.

)

End Your Ironing Troubles
by Using

Defiance Starch

"self-feeder-

The Genuine Article.
"I don't know about this picture,
Bobby," said
the visitor, as he ran over specimens of the
youngster's camera work. "I am afraid a dog
with a propeller Instead of a tall is
something of

-
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The most serviceable starch on
the market today. Works equally
well hot or cold and produces a
finish unequaled by any other
starch.
One trial will prove its merits

and make you a confirmed user.
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9 See that you get
"DEFIANCE" next
time.
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all grocers.
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thit.k it may piease hundreds of
other readers make a grand stand
play tod tell the editor how a paper should be run and what should
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Yellowst6ne national park is one
of
the places in the United States
Apmm farBJahed
drfttiaiag
'
of
which everyone has heard a good
VlUatkm.
deal and it is the longing of more
flo. B.&aie, Editor and Publisher. than one school teacher or pros
pective bride that she may see
If there is a cross marked on that park. In the northwest cor
this space you will know that your ncr of Montana is another park,
subscription to this paper has ex- which was created by congress in
pired. We would be pleased to xojoand is the youngest of all tae
feceive your renewal at once. national parks and in many re
Otherwise the paper will be dis
specks surpasses all the others in
continued.
the sort of attractions it has to
offer.
Instead cf spouting streams
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before the voters of

I am a candidate cn the Demo
Quay eonnty crat ticket for Representative to

try candidacy
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Senator on the republican the Stat Legislature. I ask your
ticket. I ask yonr support.
support at the polls.
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Treasurer

.Choicest, Best and Cheapest
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ta
a Umber, wbkb U 40
but "here is that dollar I owe on phia Athletics, champions of tbe tion renewals and to extend circul sklaa, ahilUags
while tbe avarage price was
non
special metnoas wnicn round about ISO sbtllrata.--lM4Subscription" sounds pretty gootk American League, are now d ar. have
proved unusually successful.
each other a seven game series for
reapoadenoe Fur Newa,
and commission.
Salary
Previous
worlds
The addition of two mora stars the
championship.
experience desirable, but not esto the flag wi)l about fill the union
sential. Whole time or spare
The drillers are now down a time. Address, with
and there is no other fall hand in
references,
oouc 975 teet on tne deep well at J. F. Fairbanks, Good House
the world can beat
Louis
Dalhart, They have gone through keeping Magazine, jSs Fourth
lobe Democratic.
one vein of water, a light vein of A'9.t New York City.
coal, some rock blue clay and
Running a newspaper is just
tike running a hotel, only differant. more rock. They still have 30J5
When a man goes Into a hotel and feet to go on to strike artesian
fiodk something on the tablt which water, and they should get some
aoc
ou.icr
Pull Associated Press Leased
does not suit him,' he does not fting in that depth. Amisted E
t5c
IFire Rtport Every Day in
Tribune Herald.
faise hades with the landlord and
Chjckens...
i5C to J5c!
tne Jear m
tell him to stop his old hotel. He
Traveling Auditor John loero. Turkey,. .
$i,qo to 1,25
lets that dish to one side and of tbe territory closed t,he doors Mai?e heads, per ton .,.,, f 15,00
fades Into tha many that suit him. Uit Monday of ths State saving
Corn heads, per ton.
is.oo
JtTa different with many paper bank at Taos. A. C. Probert, the j Beans, per pound. . . . . V. . . hHc
(takers. ) Tbey ficd an article oc cashier, was arrested on the charge j Corrected
weekly by Z. T. Mc-o- f
Albuquerque, N. M.
ca?sianal!j that does not suit ex
making false reports and was Daniels, gocey and feed store.
tbout stopping to
faft
I an,

1 1

FEED AND WAGON YARD IN CONNECTION.
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Traders old stand
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McDANIILS.
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New Mexico.

Tucumcari,

-

A5.

THE ONLY WAGON YARD IK TOWN
WITH A GOOD BARN TO TAKE CARE
OF LOADED WAGO.NS, GOOD CLEAN
BOX STALLS, PLENTY OF GOOD FRESH
WATER AND MODERN CONVENIENCES.

Socialist

CLEAN CAMP
COMFORTABLE
AND

HOUSES AND GOOD
BEDS.

HAY,

GRAIN

FEED FOk SALE.

Progressive Broom Factory

(

Corn mill and Green bone mill
rijlE. EI. FU1L1LW, Ramrod,!

hobs of
JOB WORK
AXJL

DONE AT THIS OFFICE..
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City Markets.
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SAN JON VALLEY Z

About twenty miles east of Tucumcari,' on
the Tucumcari and Memphis railroad lies a
stretch of country known as the San Jon Valley.
you are. looking for a location it will pay
.
you to see it.

If

It has
It has
It

the richest land in Quay County.
raised good crops.

has shallow water.

It has a railroad through
It has good towns.

the center.

The towns have

business houses.

up-to-d-

ate

It has good people.

It

has good schools and churches.
It has everything needed to make a first 'dass
community.
It is in need

of good

men

to develop

its

re-cour-

Qomc, and let us show you what can be done,

VALLEY LAND CO.
n

"

"

ilopublican

T. eVMTflMR TABLE;"

'

REAL ESTATE SPECIALS

hoiati judos
ton Aistitos.
Patty.
Elsewhere la tbii paper you
la the announcement eolutna No. 41, Pasirisr West 7:40
will find the announctment of Ed of this paper yoo will find the No. 49, Passrijer East 6:0a a.m.
Ellii the Republican ooraioM for announcement of Mr. D. H. Lewis
Daily ixcirr Scndat.
assessor
the Socialist nominee for Probate No. 01, Local Frt. West
of Qay county.
9 p.m.
Below is the. Republican State
of
Mr.
Ellis
was
bora
reared
aud
10:
Ccuaty
Quay
East
Judge
Frt.
Local
N. 99,
ticket as nominate 4 at tho cosves
jo p.m.
state
in
in
tbe
born
Mr.
was
Lewis
Texas.
He
came
to Quay
O.R. DENTON, Ageat.
tion in Lot Vegas.
Edd

D. H. LEWIS

tun

'

Stato Jiorot

.Governor, H. 0. Bursum of
o
county.
Lieutenant Governor, Malaquiaa
Martinez, of Taos county.
Secretary of Stat?, Secunbino
Soe-corr-

Romero, of San Miguel county.
State Auditor, W. G. Sargent,
Rio Arriba county.

State Treasurer, Sylvestre
of Valencia county. State Superintendent of schools,
A. B. Stroup, of Bernalillo county
V.
Attorney Genera), Frank
.Clancy, of Bernalillo couoty.
Commissioner of public lands,
Robert P. Ervien, of Union coun- Mir-aba- l,

county eight years ago and filed
on a claim two and one-bamiles
northwest of Tucumcari. He lived
on it and made five year proof and
Still owns and cultivates it.
Mr. Ellis is thirty-eigyears
old, came from a democratic fam- ily and a democratic state yet he
has always been a republican and
has voted and worked for his
party at all elections,
we have bern personally acqua-inte- d
with Mr. Ellis for three year
and have always fouud bim a
straight business man, square and
accommodating in all bis dealings.
lf

ht

Justices of the Supreme court,
V. Parker, Ctarnnce J.!
Prank
Roberts and Edward R. Wright.
KuHrretTiR tor senator
Commissioners,
Coaporation
IS our announcement column
Geo. W. Armijo, of Santa Fe
you will find the announcement of
county; Hugh Williams of Luna Mr. L. L Klinetelter for Senator.
countv; M. S. Groves of Eddy
He bas received tbe Republicounty.
can
nomination for this office.
'urrv of
Geo.
Congressmen,
Kline, as be is generaly known,
Otero and Elfego Baca of Bern
a
is
resident of Obar, a claim holalillo county.
and
owner and publisher of
District Judge, eiffbta district, der
.
He is 'very
tbe 0 bar IVopre-SbReed Hollomau.
as to tbe progress of
enthusiastic
District Attorney, Geo. E.
our new state, ft is generaly con
Remley.
ceded tbo Republicans have made
a good choice in selecting bim for
tho senate. Mr. Klinefelter hr.ld
the office of County School Super
intendent in Gero County, fowa,
for three terms with out opposition
at his flections. Since hi resident iu Quay Countv he has
The Drmnorattc hUfe convenmade
many close friends, be has
tion wbtch met last week at Santa
In
been a lifelong Republican.
Fe nominated the tallowing tirket;
election he f f ts as his platform
McDonald of this
Govsrnor, W.
"a srjiare deal for Quay Couuty. '
.

Demo cratic
State Ticket.

Carrizozo.

Lieutenant Governor, E. C.
of Las Vegas.
. Secretary of Stale, Antonio J.
Lucero, of Las Vrgas.
Treasurer, 0. N. Marlon, of
Albuquerque.
Attorney General, W. R. Mc
Gill, of LeLande.
'
Auditor, Francisco A. Manzan
ares, of Fort Sumner.
InSuperintendent of Public
Silof
struction, Alvin N. Wbite,
De-Bac-

of Georgia in the year 185X1 at
tbe age of ten years be moved
with bis parents to the stap of
Texas, where be received his education and studied law. In the
year of 1872 at the age of twenty-on- e
he wae admired to the bar and
licenced to practice law in the
courts of the state of Texas.
'
In the year of 1900 be moved to
tbe Indian Teritory where be en
gaged in etock raising and farming
la the year 1905 be came to New
Mexico, be filed on a claim fiive
miles south of San Jon, where he
has since lived and cultivated bis
place, be is a man well liked by all

his neighbors, honest and honorable in all his dealings, be believes
in a great future for the new state
and is a worker for tbe betterment
of his county.
We have known Mr. Lewis for
a period of three years and have
atlways found him a gentleman
in every respect.

ver City.

Justices of the Suprcro court,
Summers Burkhardt, of Albuquer-flue- ;
W. A. Dunn, of Roswell;
Richard H. Hanna, of Santa Fe.
Corporation Commissioners, Sol
Owens, of C0vis; Scfereno
of Colfax; Geo. H.
of Estancia.
District Judge, Eighth District
T. B. Lcib, of Raton.
Dictriff Attorney. Eighth dis
trict, Ed F. Saxon, Tucumcari.
Mar-tine- z,

Van-Ston- e,

j
;

THE

Sar Jor Valley

Ticket

State

was held
TheStaje convention
at Willard in Torrance couoty on
folMonday, October a, and the
lowing ticket named:

Governor, S. G. Rivera, Rio
Arriba county.
Lieutenant-Governo-

Chas.

r,

Goddard, Lincoln countv.
Secretary of State, C.
Luna county.
Auditor, A. K. Gore,

.

F

Cam-ero-

n,

Otero
'

county.
Tor- Treasurer, T. A. Cbastun,
ranee county.
Lur-lyn- e
Superintendent of Scbools,
Lane, Lincoln countv.
McAttorney General, A. I.
Donald, Union county.
Commissioner of Public Lands,
W. C. Thorp, Curry county.
W.
Corporation Commissioners;
A.
D.
T. Holmesj W. P. Metcalf;

Suger
'

Members of Congress,

J. W.

Hausen; C. Cutting.
not nam- Supreme Judges were
ffj

'.K

IDEE

nat

Is

ures one .sanitarium, the deration
just high enough to insure a pure,
clear atmosphere, and not to high for
vegetation to flourish. T4 people
here enjoy all the advantages of an
estra healthy climate that heretofore has been allowed only to those
who could afford to spend lime and
money at some health resort, Many
who
poople enjoy best of health here
of
great rehave tried other places
who
Some
releif.
putation without
aswith
for
troubled
been
years
have
thma, hay fever, tubercular trouble,
catarrh, rlwumatism and heart trouble are now enjoying health and happiness here with abuudant opportunities for making a living.
w Mexico are The soil of
In
the world. They
mong tho richest
unia
are, as general rule, deep and
is

a-

form aa

SOCIALIST

:

FlJtQUS

A new country,
A new town, In
on A new railroad. In The new State
of Hew Mexico In the Ban Jon Valley
on tbe Rock Island railroad. Our

food-humus-

agrl-cultur-

eet.

,

al

Taere are three towns in the Val
isnaee. oara
ley on the railroad,
The
Ban
Jon.
and
City
line of tho Rock Island rail.
from
Washington, P- - C. to Los
way
Angeles, Cel., runs Qlrecwy inrougn
the center of the valley with the
three towt-- distributed in almost e
qual distances from each Other, Each
townstte waa picked witn a toresignt
u location, water, drainage and etc- so that almost the only Ideal spots for
mnm are nrtunled.
Trans-Con-unent-

s

al

E. CHURCH Meetings every
First aad Third Sunday's of each

extends

k..-!M-

Rt.

New Mexico.

San Jon,

160 acnes, 1
No4S Deeded
miles from San Jon, 35 acres broke
fenced and cross fenced all with
two wires, small box house, fine
location.
Price on application.

J. P. Mastxrsoh, Pastor.
Pr
every second Sunday
at ti ocloek a. m.
Prayer service, 8 ocloek p. u.
All Christians especially invited
to this prayer service for tbe good
of tbe community.
Service at s ocloek (slow time)
on Saturday before the second
Sunday. Everybody invited.
Sunday School each Sabbath at
to oclsck a. at
J. P. Mastirsok, Supt.
W. B. GfttrrrrKS, Sec.

No. 43
Relinquishment
acres, one and three fourth
from Saa Ton, House ta
bare 12 x 10, all fenced, 40
in cultivation, mixed land,
soil, choice location, cash
Ixooo or will trade.

jto

miles
x 2

acres
fine

price

Deeded 160 acres, 1
San
Sunmiles
from
School
meets
Jon, all fenced and
every
Singing
with
ocloek
fenced
two wires, A no.
cross
at
day afternoon at Three
one box house with shingle roof,
the Church.
good barn, both well painted, a
few nice fruit trees, a well of fine
water, about 50 acres in cultivaTH8L0D0ES
tion, fine soil, mixed land, at fxo
The A. H. T. A. meets each tad aad
pet acre.
No. 45

ft

Aa

160 acres
No. 52 Deeded.
four and one balf mites north of
San Jon, 60 acres in good state ai
cultivation, fenced and cross fenced with two wires, smaH house,
barn 16 x y6, garden fenced with
poultry netting., some ntoe trees,
vines and bermuda grass, a fine
well of water which will furnish
land
water for
thw
from
lays fine for irrigating
well. Price on applicationk,

-

Tw
Vacant Lots.
on
Maia
and
lots
corner
Fourth street at 2oo each oa
easy terms.
Mo. 55

fine

No. 56 Busiaess Lot, Corne
lot on Fifth St. and Maple Ave.

lis

1 1 50,

down, balance in small

monthly payments to suit the purchaser. This lot faces the depot
&nd is a money maker at tbe price

No. 47 Vacant lot A fine cor.No. 58 Six lots in a bunch oa
ner tot on main street one square
side with barn 16
so,
trom the depot, in the business south
with wire, price I400 oa
fenced
part of town. A bargain at I250
good terms.
No 48 Vacant lots. Two lots
No. 64- -A choice relinquish
on south sides little way out, will ment five north of San Jon. Will
make a fine residence property, at Iel or trade very cheap if takaa
I40 for the two.
aoon.

Tbe M. W. A. meets each second and fourth Saturday evening
of each month.
Visitors welcome.
C. L. Owea, V. C.
Geo. E. Sal. Clerk

THE VALLEY LAND COMPANT
;
OfSn Jon, New Mex.
DtAtiRi In

PROFESSIONAL 0ABD3

Irrigated Lands, Remqu.'shments, Deeded Land?

e

We have land in New Mexico to trade for land in other States
We sell Stocks of Goods, Vacant and Improved Property.'
Correspondence Solicited, aad Information Cheerfully Gives.

JfflOTED-- A

DtsnsT
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one-thousa-

II
I
I

Dr.

J. Edwin MxKNtv,
Physician ft Surgeon,
Office Sutton Building, Mn St.
Phone 85, Res. Phone 171.
NrwMix.
Tucumcari,

In tbe San Jon
Valley which Is one of tbe most
beautiful and fertile valleys In New
Mexico. It Is also blessed with an
unusual mild climate, which Is a
source of never ending delight for the
people of tbe cold north or tbe sultry south. The temperature io the
winter ts very mild and the summer
ydays are never excessively hot, being
cooled by the pleasant breezes from
the mountains. The nights are al
ways cool and pleasant, and refresh
log sleep can always be enjoyed. :
If you are looking fOr an Idea
spot far a home, San Jon la the Ideal
piace, or 11 you are looking tor a
place to Invest San Jon Is the place

'A
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and has openings for many businesses
and 'enterprises. Its tributary coun
try is large. Its soil is similar to the
rest of the valley being a rich sandy
loam which produces extra wel
when handled properly.
Dr. W. LEMING
The people are all energetic and
are always busy working for their
Speciality, tvt, ar, hoss throat.
own betterment. It has a good school,
Glasses fitted.
and a new 81200 Methodist church
Office, first stairway east of tbe
building baa just been completed and
is all paid for.
Vorenberg Hotel.' .
I

Tucumcari,'

ll

n
bVIi

Niw Mex.

Tucumcarj,

li 1

I

Office in New Bank Building,
N
Phone 64.

;

tbe valley to tho south,' showing, ten
miles to the south, the continuous
foot rise of the
abrupt,
brakes of the great Staked Plains of
tho southwest. It Is well established

AND

1

c,

,

JOty
Sltf
San Jon la located

City property Well
ItMHca. nr
fit
shop in rear 16 v
la foot cei ing,
7?
mmmmU
34, small stable and other
three lots on the cornee
buildings,
.
sell.
oa saauj street will trade
No. 51

No. 41 160 acre? three and one
month. Services morning aad
half
miles southwest of San Jon,
evening.
all
fenced with two wires, twenty
J. W. Campbell, Pastor.
acres 1a cultivation, ratber tight
.
land just right o work wee. IS
FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH. per acre.

north twenty-fivCHAS. C. REED,
miles, east thirty miles and south
Notary-Publithirty miles. The sol) In this part
of the valley la a rich, sandy loam of All Legal Blanks Property Execu'td
Office in Sentinel Building
a chocolate color underlaid with a
clay subsoil. About eighty per cent
of tbe land Is tilable and the other
twenty per cent Is covered with the Orrrcc rii. J 00 atstDtKCi 130
fllncst of grazing grasses In the west.
Stock of all kinds keep fat the year
round. Corn, Maize, Kaffir. Millet,
Dr. B. F. HERRING.
Broomcorn, wheat and Vegetables of
HIRR1H0 aUILDlNO
all kinds do well.
. HEW 1IZXJ00
TCCUMCAU,
Hndee also has several large
stocks of general merchandise,
a telephone, exchange, schools and
DR. R. S. COULTER,
la a thriving city. ,

trade

that with little caro, their Bard city is well located- on a rise
'
that gives It a beautiful view over

These
fertility will last Indefinitely.
climate
Mexico's
dry
soils under New
form an ideal medium for plant
mwth. The olants receive a ml- mum amount of sunshine and a rainor
soils
mnm motint of shade. Tho
tbe State, with Judicious handling
have good tcsture and sufficient a
mounts of moisture, plant
heat and air to produce excellent crops.
Arid or dry farmlog, or farming
without Irrigation, is one of the com
ing branches of western agriculture
most
It promises to become by far the
of
Important of all the phases
development In the west.
Thfa Is because of the vast area that
can t made to "Blossom as a Rose
by tho application of correct practice
irafflrOsrn and Mllo Malte are tho
principle arid farm crops, and pro
duce from thirty to any ouanwe w
an acre. Oats, barley, corn, iruiw
and grasses are also grown with sw

gains we can show yon.

M.

.

,

Below are a few of tho many Bar-

THE CHURCHES.

Gloves and Kings.
Gloves hare always been connected
When the tomb ot
wtth royalty.
King John was opened a century ago
It was discovered that his hands were
In France tbe gloves worn
gloved.
by the king at the coronation were.
consecrated by the officiating bUboy,
and at the recent English coronation
a glove was thrown down ae a chal4th Wednesday evening.
lenge w any one to dispute tbe royal
B. H. Wilkin, Pre.
title.
When George IL was crowned aa
B. 8. Bora, Bee.
unknown Jacobite came forward and
lifted the glove on behalf of the abThe W. 0. W. Beets seek 1st aad
sent Stuart, and at the coronation ot
Edward VIL the duke ot Norfolk band' 3rd Monday evenings. VUttlag lever
ed to bis majesty a pair embroidered
Welcome.
with the ducal arms because a manor Igas
R. B. Ben, C. 0.
connected with tho duke's Inheritance
la held by the service of presenting
C. L. Owen, Clerk.
the monarch with a right hand glove
On the day of the coronation.

a,
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EUGENE E. HEPGECOKE
U. S.
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Contests,
Proofs,
etc,
Filings,
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ItrNftiirtWtMftait
Store building 18x30 and smalt
stock of Groceries. PostoOce in
connection. Gcod location. This
property must be sold at once and
will go cheap. Inquire at this
d$ce.-

-
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rrartlVd suiT 'broken. "'CorTuM In
attrmptios to save it eut bar Anger on
the pitcher "
"Not the eut glass pitcher that Aunt
Mary gave us for a wedding present?"
"Exactly sot Aunt Mary happened
tii come the next day and she vented
ber anger on little Frederick by Insisting that be take a bath before sbe
left. Possibly be needed It more than
the scolding sbe gave him. Hut Frederick rebelledend aald be 'wouldn't
be bossed by any old aunt wbo bis
mother said was a dresdfttl bore.' "
"Jack! How awful! Have you seen
Aunt Mary since?"
"No, and 1 don't want to, either. I'll
leave the apologies to you."
"How were the meals while I was
away?" asked Mrs. Everett, anxious
to change the subject.
"The sate were all right as long s
the cook cooked tbem. But one day
she tried to drown ber sorrows la the
port wine, and had to be taken to the
police station. She came back for her
clothes, but since then I can't find my
gold cuff buttons and some of the silver Is missing."
"My poor starved family! Did you
get another cook?"
"No Julia, the aecond girl, cooks,
eggs and potatoes well and they have
been our chief sustenance."
"Julia is a good, faithful girt I'm
glad I brought her a nice present"
. "Youll pave to give It to ber In a
hurry, because she answered a matrimonial advertisement and la going-- . to
be married next week."
"I'm so glad, dear, that everything
went along so smoothly while I was
tone," eald Mrs Everett,, satirically
"We are nearly home have you told
a

72LE 5HE
WAS AWAY
"It U glorious to have you home
said Everett to bit
btr at tbt railroad
wtft m bo
greeted
'
station.
,
'
"Tbt beet part of going away la the
coming, bone." replied Mra. Everett
'Didn't you tnlaa me at all? Your
save auch glowing accounts of

aala. swetheart,"

let-.te-

,ihe way you got along without mo
that I waa tempted to etay another
week."
Ob, we managed all right But
aren't you aatlifled wltb your tferee
'weeks' visit, at your mother's T You
look so well."
"Yea, I'm feeling well and atrong
.again. Jack, mother la aim ply a won
tier. Sbe never worries or frets about
anvthln and I'm going to follow her
example."
"Bully for you!" returned ber hus.
band as be belped ber into the
the
laat
"At
right
you've got
.Idea. You remember bow the proverb
goes Never trouble trouble, until
'trouble troubles you. It is an excel-le-

''

car-'tage-

nt

rule."
"How are the children?'' aaked Mra.
Everett as sbe leaned back In the carriage and. gazing fondly at her
noticed for the first time bow
careworn be looked.
,.'
"Corlnne and Frederick have gone
to
your sister Lulu's for a few days."
'
"At Lulu's bouse! Why?"
"Well. James bad the measles, so I me all?"
"Let me think. Jaxes forgot to
i
seut tbem over there."
"James! My poor son!" walled bis turn off the water and It leaked
.mother. "Who took care of hlmT Is through on to the parlor furniture. But
bus-ten-

U very ill?"
'"He's going out tomorrow. We bad
a trained nurse."
'
"Such expense, Just for the measles!
.Was the nurse young and pretty!"
"Not exactly young and pretty.",
answered Everett, guardedly, "but
very capable."
"I don't suppose Corlnne has prso-.tirber music while at , Lulu's, aa
j
.
has no piano."
Lulu
' '
'
"Sbe couldn't practice anyway. She
out her
' "How?Anger."
Is there any danger of blood
poisoning?"
"None whatever. The children want
Id to earn some money, so they bad a'
iemonade atand in front of the bouse.
Tour sewing table wasnt Quite steady
and when It came. down, all Iba. glass
!

v

ed

'

,

It doesn't look bad.

The covering reminds me of watered silk. Julia was
very much distressed that she forgot
to pack away your fur ooat, aa you
told her, and there are some moth
:'
boles In it"
For goodness sake,
"My fur coat!
don't tell me any more! The only
thing I can think of that I don't have
to worry about is our dog Toby. Nothing could happen to him."
"Edith, bow can I tell you about
Toby? You'll be so Shocked," said

Everett
"Tell me the worst Immediately!
Did he bite anyone?"
"No, but be was run over by an
automobile yesterday. We burled blm
back of tbe pansy bed."
grljMl
"TO," VledT How

Mrs, ffvereftT wHEglnifleTrnaadrii
'Kind, gentle Toby,, that
mime J
looked fc?r tbe eblldren and waa tbe
best watefcmsn we ever had! Wbat
sbsll we do wit boat Toby?"
We'll miss Tohy, all right, my dear,
yet we can do without him," said ber
busband. "But you see we can't do
without you,"

Harm
San Jon
fact urine: & Repair Go,
f
Co-oporat- ive

.

uccsaaor to Hurt ft Fuller

Wbat Swatters Paeaf
A female bouse fly which has hibernated In a dwelling house, or elsewhere, writes Prof. F. L. Washburn
la tbe Popular Science Monthly, may
Its Extent
produce In tbe spring, at tbe lowest
comtell me this
"They
120
eggs. Assuming that
estimate,
has tbe most stiingeut law
munity
one-hal- f
of these hatch aa females,
expectoration."
and allowing that tbe breeding goes agaln&t
"So much to, ihnt a cltt7.cn Is nub-Jeon without check for four months, we
to a One If he keeps a Spitz dog."
have as tbe descendants of a single
e

ct

hibernating

Individual-

-

Makers of combined ILnnd (Brad
ers
JLevelers, & Combined

d
Bitehers

AT THE NEW SHOP IN THE NORTH

plenty

lit informs us that he will 'c ve in
a few days for D iwson N. M.

Awed Abyssinian Delegates.
'
An amusing, mistake waa made by
two Abyssinian delegates of the Emperor 'ifenellk to France. Awed by
the splendor of bis gold lace uniform
and tbe solemnity of his Imposing
manner, they mistook tbe usher at
the door of tbe forolgn minister's
for M. do Selves himself. As they
were brought Into tbe ante room the
usher was standing with his band on
the door handle ready to announce
them. But at the sight of bis silver
chain, bla medals, his sword, bis gold
topped cane and his
hat the Abyaalnians could not be expected to know they were In tbe presence of a mere servant 8o bowing
low repeatedly,' they approached him
slowly and with great respect until
they were in reach of his coattatts,
which, one on either side, they seised
In their bands and kissed. The usher
did not know wbat to do, but the aprelieved tbe
pearance of
of-flc- o

three-cornere-

d

situation.

bortbj"

Mr

H. C. Adams, of PUasant

'al'ey made final proof on his
Eugene
ace
Monday before
Himself
coke
at
Ende.
Hfdg
v d wife wi nt on eart intending
"i visit in Oklahoma, and then on
o Arkansas to spend the winter.
y
R. E. Dayberry came in
morning from El Paso.
Mr D vbrrv is 'hp ownnr of i6o
rtsolland one half mile east
town on which he made proof
a couple of years ago.
Wed-fsda-

END OF
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one-fourt-

times,
progeny to spare!

Fresse.ro also

&

Agents for BJew Improved Tur
bine Water JSIevator.

IH.WW44.S20,-OOO.oOO.OOO.OO-O

flies. Now, a house fly
h
the Sinking Class is maklnir
of aa
measures exactly
The new
Inch .In. length; the distance around -- nid ral le progress.
the earth at the equator is said to be I
ocks have arrived and tbe class
'84,800 miles. It would take, therefore,'
ill he prepared to take in the Con
to
flies
to
end
end
3,688,313,000
placed
go around tbe world once. Using this
ontin to be he'd t EndVe on the
number aa a denominator, and the
number of flies produced la four i'th Surday of thi9 month
months from one mother aa a numerMr. J, B. Jack returned home
ator, we find she will give rlse,eJn the
course of a summer, to enough fltea to Surthy night fmm Aikarsas where
encircle the globe at the equator
been wck'ng in the mines,
o! Sp has
and have
6.000

and wagonwork
Horseshoeing
DONE BY MEN
OF EXPERIENCE.
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Bank Of Oommeeoe,
Or TUCUMCARI, NEW MEXICO.
We

4

solicit four Business.
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Capita $50,000.
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The registration books are now
pen at Z. T. McDaniel's store.
If you wish to vote at the general
The
lection you must register.
'ooks will close on the evening
of October 28.
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Let us show why these Suits and Pants are Best.
THEY ARE
tTlie Most Stjlifch,
TElie ffltest Tailoring
. v
,
3The JLouKest Wearing
The IPrice Will IPleafee Like tlpe Cloths.

$3oo & $.oo Fm1k
$8.5,
ay

Manufacturer. EVERY PAIR GUARANTEED
Are the Best Values ever Offered by
PANTS that SATISFY.
Boys are fiord on Cloths but we. have SUITS and

ac

Biereer and Better than ever.

WE ARE ENLARGING

;0

'('RE

OUR

E
FALL AND WINTER GOO:S 11A
' MAKE RQOM FOR THE IMMENSE STOCK
KIN
WE HAVE THE MOST COMPLETE LINE OF UNDERWEAR OF
RECEIVING DAILY.
SWEATER COAT FOR MEN, WOMEN AND CHILDREN. HOSIERY FOR THE WHOLE FAM l.V

OF

1

Loth

I

CUT PRICES On

all

etc.
&
Hats,
IDress
Underwear,
goodd,
pitmnier
IHIeadqiiarters for School BoQhs Supplies.

33i

We have receive quite addition to our splendid line of

Mainilton HSrown Shoes,
OUR STOCK IS NOW THE MOST COMPLETE

IN EAS ERN

QUAY CO UN Y.

The M.B.Hdea "Keep the Quality up"
j.

We can supply your wants in all lines, See us before you buy

(anccEnpis, ciniiAWAnia, ihiai?wabje,

THE

SAINT
'

"

K

T. H. SANDERS, Cashier.

Our Fall Styles in Clothing are Here.

Our "C1DK1L1EIE"

t

ds, jueatiheei soobs, wotioms

JON MERCANTILE COMPANY
INCORPORATED

C, L. OWEN, mgr.
Wholesale and Retail
DEALERS IN GENERAL MERCHANDISE
--.
NEWMRX,
:;!..;..- -'
anjon,

